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In this arttcle we define when a fimte d~,agral,i of a mo..el ts stable, we mvesti- 
gate what is the form of the class of powers m "~hlch a fimte dtagram is stable, and 
we generahze some propertaes of totally transeendenta! theories to stable finite 
diagrams. Using these results we investigate s veral theories which have only homo- 
geneous models in a ce~*.am power We also m,,estlgate when there exist models of 
a certain diagTam which are h-homogeneous a*ld not h+-homogeneous m vanou, 
powers. We also have new results about stable theories and the existence of maxi- 
mally h-saturated models of power 
§ 0. Introdt~ction 
if M is a model  D(M) will be the set of complete types in the varia- 
bles x o , . . . ,  Xn ._  1 for all n < ~ which arc realized in M. M is a D-model if 
D(M) c_ D and M is (D, ),)-homogeneous if D(M) = D and M is X-homo- 
geneous. D is ;k-stable if there is a (D, X~)-homogeneous model of power 
>_ ~+ in whicl: over every set of power ~ X at most X complete types are 
realized. A (first-order complete) theory T is X-stable if for every ITI +- 
saturated model M of T D(M) is X-stable. 
Morley [ 6] investigated 8 0-stable theories (he called them totally 
transcendental theoriesL He proved that these theories have several 
properties indicating their simplicity - in every model of a S 0"stable 
theory, over every infinite set of power less than the power of the 
* I would hke to thank my friend Leo Marcus for translating most of this p~per and detecting 
many errors. 
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model, there is an indiscernible set (set of indiscernibles in Morley's 
terminology) of fairly large power. Also, over every set included in a 
model of a ~ 0"stable theory there is a prime model. Morley also 
showed that a ~ 0-stable theory is stable in all powers. With the help of 
this last result he showed that a countable theory which is categorica~ 
in a power larger than b~ 0 is categorical in every non-denumerable 
power. 
When it was tried to generalize these, results to non-coun, able theo- 
ries problems arose principally at two points. The first was solved 
easily ill the case of Morley: that is, if T is stable in one power then T is 
stable in other powers. The second is: it turns out T is not categorical 
exactly in those powers in which T has a non-I TI-saturated model. Thus 
Hanf numbers come into the picture here. These generalizations were 
treated by Rowbottom [ 1 1 ], Ressayre [ 10], and the author [ 13, 17]. 
In this article we strengthen and generalize these results to stable 
finite diagrams. 
In § 1 we define our notation. 
In § 2 we define when D is k-stable, and we define the conditions 
(.k), (A,;k), (B.;k) such that: ( .k)  ~ (A.X) ~ (B*M ~ D isn't stable in 
any power < 2 x ; and if there is a (D, (22~')+)-homogeneous model and 
D is not 22X-stable then D satisfies (.;k) provided that the power of the 
model is> 22x. 
In § 3 we use the results of § 2 to prove (theorem 3.1) that if D(M) is 
;k-stable where ~ < IIMII and A is a set of elements of M of power <_ ;k, 
then in M there is an mdiscernible set over A of power > ;k. We also 
prove (in 3.4) that if D is stable then for every cardinal/a there is a 
(D,/a)-homogeneous model of power >_ ta. 
In §4 we try to characterize the class of powers m which D is stable. 
Our conclusion is (Theorem 4.4): 
If D is stable then there are cardinals ;k, ~ such that D is ta-stable iff 
bt >_ ;k,/a (~) =/a. Also ;k < ~ [(21TI) + ]. (For stable theories X <_ 2 ITt , 
< 17'1 + ; so this theore,a solves the problem almost completely. For 
stable diagrams it is fair to assume that it is possible to improve the 
bound on k). 
In § 5 we define prime models over sets m a number of ways and 
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prove se~,eral theorems about them, including their existence in certain 
cases. 
In § 6 we prove the existence of non-homogeneous models in certain 
cases For theories we can conclude from 6.3, 6.9 that 
Theorem: I f  T has a model o.f power > X ITI which is ITl+-soturated but 
not X+-saturated, then for every regular cardinal a, T has models o f  arbi- 
trarily high power which are :a-saturated but not la+-saturated. 
This theorem almost completely answers problem 4A from Keisler 
131. 
In § 7 we solve problem D alid partially solve problem C from Keisler 
[2]. Tht. principle results are: 
1 ) IJ all the mode'~s o f  T o f  power X > ITI are homogeneous then 
there is ia o with IT[ < ia o < #(T) such that all the models o f  T o f  power 
>_ ta o are homogeneous and in every power x with ITI + ~ 1 <- x </~0 
T has a model which is not homogeneous (this is Corollary 7.6). 
2) (G.C.H.) Let SP(T, P) be the class o f  cardinals X such that every 
model o f  T o f  power X which omits all the types { p: p ~ P} is homo- 
geneous. Then if  there is ~ E SP(T, P) with r: > ITI, then there is 
/a 0 < ~! [(21T!) + ] such that ;k >_ i~o implies X ~ SP(T, P),and ITI < X 
< la n implies ~ ~ SP(T, P) excep: for perhaps one ;k, when ;k = ~ln+ 1; or 
;k = ~16 and/a 0 = X ++ (6 a limit ordinal). (This is Corollary 7.8.) 
3) I f  T is a countable theory all o f  whose models o f  power ~ 1 are 
homogeneous, then T is ~ l"categ°ricaL (This is Theorem 7 9.) 
Abstracts on theorems of this paper were pubhshed in the Notices of 
the A.M.S. [12, 14, 15]. Keisler published an abstract [4] dealing with 
a theorem similar to result 2). (His hypothesis and result are stronger.) 
Let D(T) be D(M) for any ITI +-saturated model M for T. Many o f  the 
results about D(T), are true for every D for which there exists a non- 
principal ultrafilter E on w such that D(M) c_ D =~ D(M ~/E)  c_ D. 
Added in proof, 20 August 1970 
By Shela [ 181 m 1) above, ~t,. 0 ~ (2 ! T,)+, 
2) can be Improved 
and by an add theorem (7 10) (see p. 117) 
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§ 1. Preliminaries 
An ordinal is defined as the set of  all smaller ordinals and a cardinal, 
or power, is defined as the first ordinal of its power. We shall use a,/3, 3", 
i, ], k, l for ordinals, K, X, X, ~ for infinite cardinals, m, n for natural num. 
bers, and/ i  will denote a limit ordinal. I fA  is a set its power will be de- 
noted by IAI. We define by induction :l(;k, 0) = ;~, ::l(;k, ti) = U ::1 (X, i), 
z<a 
:1(~,, i + 1) = 2 "~(x,O, :l s = : l (a)  = :1(~ 0, t~). a -/3 will denote the product 
of the ordinals a,/3. a divides 3" if there is a/3 such that a./3 = 3'. Define 
#(x) = Z { taK. x < ;k }. The empty set will be denoted by 0 or { }. 
A - B = { a" a ~ A, a q~ B }. The domain of a function f will be denoted 
Dora f and its range Rangf.  If f ,  g are functions then f extends, or is a 
continuation of, g if Dom f_D Dora g and for all a ~ Dom g. f (a )  = g(a). 
I f f  is one-to-one then f -1  will denote the inverse function, fg  will be 
the composit ion of the two functions, g = f lA  if Dom g = A n Dora f 
andfextendsg .  I fA  = Domfn  Domg andf lA  =glA  then fw  g is a 
function which extends fand  whose domain is Domfu  Dom g. A se- 
quence t is a function whose domain is an ordinal which will be called 
its length and will be denoted l(t). If A ~s a set,/,a_will be the function 
whose domain is A and I A (a) = a for all ,7 ~ A. If t is a sequence, thea 
)'~ = t-(i) (= the value of the function at i) The sequence t-will be denoted 
and defined sometimes to be (t/• i < I(t')). We frequently don't  distin- 
guish between t o and (t z • i < 1). The sequence (a  i • i < t~) is increasing 
with respect o the order < if i < / implie:~ az < a I. If the order relation 
is not specified, we assume that it is the inclusion relation. If t, s are 
sequences, ther u = t " '  s is defined to be the sequence such that l(ff) = 
l(t) + l(s), for i < l(t~, u, = t~, and for l(-/) _< i < l(u), u, = s(i - 1(-{)). 
(A)n will designate t'ae set of all functions from n into A. 77, ~" will 
designate sequences of ordinals, and if not specified otherwise, we shall 
assume that they are sequer~ces of zeroes and ones. 
T will be a first-order theory in the language L = L(T) with equality 
sign. We always assume ILl, ITI >_ ~0. We usually assume that T is a 
fixed complete theory with which we are dealing and, for simplicity, 
that there are no function symbols in L(T) (actuaUy this entails no loss 
of generality), x, y, z will designate variables, x, y, z finite sequences of 
vaIiables, ~o, ~k formulas of the language L; we write ~Xo,  ..., Xn_ 1 ) for 
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~o if all tile free variables appearing in ~0 are among {Xo, ..., Xn_ 1 }. M,  N 
will designate models of T ,~r of "~ther theories, if so specified. I fM  is a 
model,  IMI will be the set of its r lembers. Thus IIMI1 will be its power. 
M [- ~p[a 0' ..., an_ 1 ] i fa  o, ..., an_ 1 ~ IMI and ,p[ao, ..., an_ 1 ] Js satisfied 
inM.  I fN  is a model  of T 1 , L(T 1 ) ~_ L then the reduct of N to L is the 
mode lM such that IMI = INI and for every predicate R in L, R M = 
{<a o, ..., a ,_  1 > • M ~ R[a 0, ..., an_ 1 ] } =R N = { ~a 0 . . . .  , an_ l )  • 
N ~ RIa o, ..., a,,_ l ] }. 
The model M is 3`-saturated if for every sequence <~o~(x, .v) ' i < i 0 < 3,) 
of  formulas and sequence (bz ' i  < i 0 < 3`> of sequence~ of elements of M 
which satisfy: for every finite subset I c_ i 0 there is a c such that i ~ I 
impl iesM ~ ~0~[c, b3_] ; thele is a c such that for all t < i 0, M I = ¢~[c, b i l .  
We assume that M is a ~ saturated model  of T of power ~ where E is 
an inaccessible caruinal. (A proof  of the existence of  such a model  and 
a general discussion of saturated models can be found in Morley and 
Vaught [91, where the def nit ion is slightly different.) 
M 1 is an elementary submodel o fM z if IM 1 I c_ IM 21 and for every 
formula ~ofx) and sequence b of elements o fM 1 , M 1 ~ ~o[b] iff 
M 2 ~ ~0[b]. We assume that all the models of T which we define are 
elementary sub-models of-M of power < ~. (In set theory R(a + 1) is 
defined by induction to be the set of all sets included in R(a), R(6) = 
13 R(~). It is known that if K is an inaccessible cardinal, then R(~:) 
is a model of set theory. Thus we can also assume that all the elemen- 
tary submodels of/ff of  power < ~-are in R(~) where ~ = IIMII - and 5t 
is clear that every model of T of power < k- is isomorphic to such a 
model. These stipulations are just for convenience and it is easy to see 
that by a change in notat ion we could get by wi thout  them, with no 
loss of generality.) Thus it turns out that a model  is determined by its 
set of elements, and so we sometimes don' t  differentiate be 'ween M 
and IMI. It is easy to see that M 1 is an elementary submodel  ofM z iff 
IM 1 I _c IM 2 I. I fM  z, i < i o is ,an increasing sequence of  models then there 
is a model M with IMI = 13 IMil which we sometimes denote by 
z < i0  
13 M~. A, B, C will denote sets included in IMI of power < h:, a, b, c 
z<zO 
finite sequences of elements of IMI. a is called a sequence from A (of A) 
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if all the elements of the sequence belong to A. Instead o fM N ~p[b] we 
can write N ~0[b] since the particular mod:'l M makes no difference. If 
A is a set there is a model  M with IMI = A iff for every sequence b from 
A and formula ~o(x, yJ, if N (3x)~o(x , -b)  then there isa ~= A such that 
~o[a, b] (this is the Tarski-Vaught test). 
The function F is a mapping if Rang F, Dora F c_ tMI, IDom FI < IIMll 
and for every formula ¢ and sequence (ao, ..., an_ l )  , ~ ~0[a0, ..., a n - l  ] 
iff N ~o[F(a0), ..., F(an_  1 )]. (Clearly, a mapping must be one-one.) F, G 
will denote mappings, F(A)  = {F(a) • a ~ A }, F(a) = (Ftfft) " i </ (a) ) .  
From properties of saturated mo(,els it is clear that if F is a mapping 
and A a set, then there is an extension G of F wath domain A u Dora F. 
p is an n-type over A i fp  is a set of  formulas of the form ~p(x 0..... 
Xn_ 1 , b)  where b is a sequence from A. p, q, r will denote types over a 
set A. p extends or continues q if q c_ p. c realizes p if for every 
~o(x, b) ~ p (x= (x 0, .... Xn_ l ) ) ,  ~ ~p[c, b].  For our purposes "'type" 
will always mean a non-contradictory t pe, i.e. for every finite subset q 
of the type, there is a sequence realizing q. (From the definit ion of M it 
follows that i fp  is a type, there is a sequence ~realizing p.) p is a coin- 
plete n-type over A if for every sequence a from A and formula ¢, 
~O(Xo, ..., Xn_ l  , ~) ~ p or -1 ~x  o, .... Xn_l  , a) ~ p. If not specified other- 
wise, every type is a 1-type over the empty set. S n (A) will denote the 
set of complete n-types over A, S(A) = S 1 (A). Every sequence (a 0, ..., 
an_ 1) realizes a complete n-type over B which will be called "'the type 
which (a 0 .... , an_ l > realizes over B" ;  clearly, this type belongs to Sn(B). 
Define pIA = {~ • ~k ~p,  {~} isa type overA }, F(F) = {~(x0, ..., 
Xn_ 1 , F (a) )  • ~k(x o . . . . .  xn_  l ,a )  ~ p, a is a sequence from Dora F}. 
Sometimes instead of saying that p is an n-type for some n < w ~ e say 
that p i'~ a finite type. 
I fA  ~s a set, D(A) is defined to be the set of finite types over 0 wluch 
are reabzed by finite sequences from A; D(M) = D(IMI). M is a D-model 
(A is a D-set) if D(M) c_ D (D(A) c_ D). D will always denote sets of the 
form D(M), and will be called the finite d ia~am (of M). A type 
p .~ S n (A) will be called a D-n-type If for all (a 0 .... , an- l ) which realize 
n p,A  ',J {a 0' ..., an_ 1 } is a D-set. So(A)  will denote the set of complete 
D-n-types over A, S D (A) = S~ (A). We usually assume that D is fixed, 
every set is a D-set, and every model is a D-model. In particular if we 
write St) (A) it is assumet~ that A is a D-set (if A is not a D-set, S~ (A) is 
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clearly empty). D(T) will denote D(M) where M is any I TI +-saturated 
model of T. M is a (D, 3`)-homogeneous model if for every A c_ IMI 
with IA I < 3`, and p E S D (A), p is realized in M and D(M) = D. M is 
3`-homogeneous if it is (D(M), 3`)-homogeneous. M is homogeneous if it 
is tlMII-homogeneous. It is not difficult to show that i fM is (D, 3,)- 
homogeneous, B c_ A, A a D-set, IBI < 3,, IAI< 3,, F a mw:~ping from B 
into M, then there is an extension G of F which Is a mapping of A into 
M. M is D-homogenous ff it is (D, IIMII)-homogeneous. It i; easy to see 
that if ITI < 3,, M is (D(T). 3,)-homogeneous l f fM is ),-saturated, Occa- 
sionally we shall use variables other tban Xo, ...~ xn_ 1 in types, a~ld then 
we shall write p = P0 '0 ,  . - . ,  Yn- I  ), for example, if the variables are 
YO . . . . .  Yn - l "  In this case we also write p =- S~ (A) when the intention is 
clear. 
A seq~ence <~ •, < i 0) is indiscernible overA if every function F is a 
mapping if it satisfies the following condihons: Dora F c_ A t3 { Rang ai ' 
i < t o }, ,VIA = IA, F(ff,) E {~/ • ] < i 0 } for i < i 0 , and if F(ff z) = a-q and 
F@)  = a-~l, then]  < i i f f]  1 < i 1 (In this and the following defin,t ion 
we assume that i :# ] amphes az e aj.) 
{a~ • i < i 0 } as an indiscerni:~le s t over A if every function F is a 
maplzing if it satisfies the fo!lowing conditions: Dom F c_ A u { Rang az 
i<  t0} ,F IA  = I A , F(ff,) ~ { aj . 1 < io} t 'or /< i0, andai  4= ~ implies 
F(~ z) 4: F@).  It is easy to see t,aat (~-~ • i < i o > is ar~ indiscernible se- 
quence over A if for all ]0 < .-- < in-  t < i0, k0 < "- < kn- 1 < to, 
(ajo ..... aJn- 1 ) and (ak0, -.., a-kn_l) reahze the same type over A. A simi- 
lar condit ion exasts for indiscermble sets. It is easy to see that if 
~at " i < i0> is an indiscernible sequence over A, co <_ i 0 < ]0, then it is 
possible to define at for t o _< i < ]o such that /a i  " i < ]0 ) will be an in- 
disc,:rnible sequence over A. Naturally, D(A u { Rang fit " i < i o } ) = 
D(A u { Rang a i • i < ]o } ). The respective claims are true for indis- 
cernible sets. Of course, if a-] = ( b,> we write b z instead of a,. 
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§ 2. On stability of finite diagrams 
In this section we define h-stability for D and several properties ((,X), 
(A,X), (B,X)) which imply the instability of D in suitable powers and 
which are implied by the instability of D in other powers if ha addition 
there exist certain homogeneous D-models. These conditions will serve 
us later when we want to prove some theorems on stable theories. 
Definition 2.1. 1) D will be called ?t-good if there is a (D, X)-homoge- 
neous model of power _)2 X. D is good if it is ;k-good for all X. 
2) D is X-stable if D is X ÷-good and for every D-set A such that 
IA l <_ X, IS D (A)I <_ ;k. D is stable if it is h-stable for some X. 
Note that 1 ) we say "for all X" and in 2) "for some X". 
Claim 2.1. I f  D is X +-good, then D is h-stable i l l  for all n < ¢o and for 
all A wit,~ IA I <_ X, I S~ (A) I _< X. 
Proot: Immediate. (Note that i ra  is not a D-set, then S~ (A) = 0.) 
Definition 2.2. A type p E S n (A) sl~lits over B c_ A if there is a fornmla 
~b(x, y) and there are two sequences a, b from A which realize the same 
type over B such that qJ(x, a), 7 ~k(x, ~) ~ p. 
Claim 2.2. 1) I f  p ~ S '~ tA ) splits over B c_ A,  then there is a mapping F, 
B c_ Dom F c_ A, FIB = 1~ such that p, F(p) are contradictory types. 
2) I f  C c__ B c_ A, p ~ S n (A), p does not split over C, and every finite 
type over C which is realized in A is realized in B, then p IB has a unique 
continuation in S n (A ) which doesn't split over C. l f  p IB ~- S~ (B) then 
p (A). 
Proof: I ) Define F stlch that FIB = IB, F(a) = b, and Dora F = 
B u Rang~(in the notation of Definition 2.2). It is easy to see that F 
satisfies the conditions. 
2) Immediate. 
Theorem 2.3. 1) I f  B c_ A then the number o f  O,pes in SD(A) which do 
not split over B is <_ 21olIBI. 
2) I f  D is IBI-stabte, the number is <_ iBI. 
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Proof: 1) i t  is easy to see that for all n the number of n-types over B 
which are realized in A is _< IDII~I. Thus there is a set B 1 , B c Bl  c_ A, 
IB 1 I <_ IDIIBI such that every n-type wlucl, is realized in A is realized in 
B 1 . i~y Claim 2.2 (2) we get 
I { p • p ~ S o (A), p doesn't split Gver B } I = 
= I{plB 1 " p ~ S D (A), p doesn't spht overB} l% 
_< ISg(BI) I  ~ iDIIBII_< 21DIIBI ; 
and this proves 2.3. In addition it is clear that if I TI _< IBI, then 
21DIIBI= 221BI 
2) The proof is idzntical to the proof of (1) except that here by sta- 
bility we get aB  l with IB 1 I= IBI and ISD(B 1)1 = IBI (here we used 
Claim 2.1 ). 
Definition 2.3. 1 ) D satisfies (,3`) if D is 3`+-good, there is an increasing 
sequence A s, and a type p ~ S D (A x) such that for every i < 3  `p IAz+ 1 
splits over A z. 
2) D satisfies (B,3`) if D is 3.-good, there is a type P,7 ~ SD (An) for all 
l(r/) < ~ such that 7/= r l i  i ,1plies p~ ~ Pr, and for every 77 there is a for- 
mula ~k such that ~ ~ Pn"(0),  --1 ~k ~ pn~,<l) (and thus they are cGntra- 
dictory types), and A,~.(0 ) u An.<1 ) is a D-set for every fT. 
3) D satisfies (A ,3`) if D is 3`+ -good and satisfies (B.3`). 
Remark: When it is clear what the diagram D is, we shall say that one of 
the above condit ions "holds",  instead of saying that D satisfies it. 
Claim 2.4. In Definition 2.3 we can assume without ,oss o f  generality 
that: A~ c_ IMI,Ar, C_ tMI, IA~I< Iil + + ~0, IAnl < II(~ )1~ + b~0' where 
M is any (D, 3`)-homogeneous model. 
Proof: Assume that A t is an increasing sequence, p ~ S D (Ah), and for 
all i < 3`, plAt+ l splits over Az; i.e., there are two sequences a i, b t in 
Ai+ 1 which realize tile same type over A i, and there is a formula ff such 
that ~tx,  a,), -1 ~k(x, b,) ~ p. For i <_ 3  `define ~i = ( O Rang a/) u 
l< i  
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U ( LI Rang b/). It is easy to see that 9 i is an increasing sequence, 
/< i  
P 1 = P I Bx ~- SD (B,x), and for all i < ~,, p 11B~+ 1 splits over B z, t Bzl < 
< Ill + + ~,  and in a similar fashion, IAnl < II(r/)l + + N 0. 
Since IA~I <_ X and M is (D, X)-homogeneous, there is a mapping 
from A x into IMI. Thus without loss of generality A x c_ IMI. 
It remains to prove that without loss of generality A,7 c IMI. For 
every r/, l(v) < ;k we define a mapping F n from A n into M such that if 
7/= r l i  then F,7 c: FT, (i.e. F,~ = Fr lDom Fn) and for every r/, Fn..(o ) u 
t.) Fn^o) is a mapping. The definit ion is by induction on l(r/); if l(rt) = 0 
let F() be any mapping from A() into M. If l(~) = i, since IA,~I < ~,, 
IAn.,(0 ) u A,~.(l)l < X, there is an extension Fn of F,~Ii which is a map- 
ping from A~..(0 ) u A,~(1 ) into M. Define Fn..(o ) = FlAnk(o), F,~^O) = 
FlAnk(1 ). If l(r/) = 6 define Fn = U FnI z. Define B,7 = F,7 (An) , 
qn = F,7(P,~ )" It is easy to see that the q,~'s satisfy the condit ions that we 
wanted for the p,~'s, and so we may take A n c_ M. 
Theorem 2.5. f f there  is an A such that ISD(A)I >/a  0 = IA ICX) + 
+ ~ 2 IDI~. then there is an increasing sequence Az, i <_ ;k, 
~L <h 
such that for all i < 3. plat+ l splits over A t. It fol lows that i f  there is 
such an A and D is ~,+-good then D satisfies (,X). 
Proof: Ftrst, we show that it ~s sufficient to prove the existence of 
q ~ S D (A) such that for all B c_ A with IBI < 2~, q splits over B. For all 
i<;~ we defint~' A~ by induction such that Az-  C A, IAzl < IiI++N0: A 0 will be 
the empty set. For a limit ordinal 6, A~ = U A i. By the hy0othesls, q 
t<~6 
splits over A z since IA,I < ~,, and thus there is an extension A, ~ l of A z, 
formed by adding a finite number of elements, such that q IA,,+I splits 
over A z, and hence IAz+ll < l il++ N 0. Define A x =z<UxA z, p=q lA  x, and it 
is easy to see that the conclusion of the theorem is satisfied. 
Now assume that for every type p ~ S D (A) there is a set Bp c_ A, 
IBp I < ;k, such that p does not split over Bp. Since IS D (A)1 > IA I(x), 
there is a set B such that I{ p : Bp = B} I~>/a 0. Now by Theorem 2.3 
the number of types in S D (A) which do not split over B is 
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-< 21Dtltfl <-/~0 (since IBI < X) in contradict ion to what we have just 
shown. Thus there is a type q as above and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2.6. l f  D satisfies (,X) then D sa,isfies (A ,X). 
Proof: Let M be a (D, X + )-homogeneous model, A z (i <_ X) at, increasing 
sequence, A x c IMt, p ~ SD(Ax) , IZ~l < X, plAz+ 1 splits over A t. By 
Claim 2.2 there are mappings F z such that A~ ~ Dora F~ c Az+l and 
p IA~+ 1 and Fz( p IA~+ 1) are contradictory types. We want to define types 
p,~ which will satisfy the condit ions of the definition. To this end we 
define p,~, A,~, G,~, F n such that: 
' CM,  andi f~/  r l i thenp,~ C_pr A n C_h r 1) p,~ ~ So (A,7), ,_,, _ = , ; 
2) for every 7/there is a formula ~k,~ such that ~b n ~ P,~(0), 
-1 ~n E pn^( l )  ; 
3) G,~ is a mapping, Dom G,~ = At(q) , Rang G,~ =An,  and if r/= rli 
then G n c. Gr ' Pn = Gn(plAI(n)); 
4) F,~ is a mapping, Dora F,~ = A,~.,(0 ), Rang F,~ = An..(]), 
-1 Fn(Pn^(o)) =Pn"(l), F,~ IA n = I4n ' and F n D Gn..(0 ) Ft(n) G,r..(o). 
It is easy to see that if we succeed in this definit ion, then we have 
proved the theorem. For simplicity let A o = 0. 
We define P,7' An, Gn, and Frby induction on k for all r, r /wi th 
107) <_ k, i(r) + 1 <_ k. For k = 0, A O will be the empty set, PO = plAo,  
and G O will be the empty mapping. For k = c5, a limit ordinal, 
P,7 = U Bnl ,, A n = O A,~lt, G,~ = U G,71i. The remaining case is 
k = t + 1. Assume l(7/) = i; we will define A,., p~., G,., and F n for 
r = r/"(0), r/~(1). Since G,~ is defined with domain Ai, IAtl , IAkl < X, 
G,7 l'as an extension Gn^(0 > which is a mapping from A k into M. Define 
-1 Pn"~o) = Gn^lo)(PlAk), A,~--(0) = Rang G,r.(0 ). Gnu(0 ) FiGn...<o ) is a 
mapping with domain c A,~,.(o) which is the identity on A n . Thus we 
can extend the above mapping to a n-apping from An..(o > into M. F n 
will be this extension. Define A,7..O~ = Rang Fn, Pn'O) = Fn (P,~,,(o)), 
G,r-,(1 > = F n G,~-,(o). 
All the parts of the definition follow immediately, and thus, by what 
was said at the beginning of  the proof, we are through. 
Theorem 2.7. I f  D satisfies (A ,X) and 2 ~ > p then D is not p-stable. 
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(By the previous theorem it is clearly enough to assume that D s':dsfles 
(,X) and also (B.X).) 
Proof: Let ~ = inf {~: : 2": >/a} .  Since k _> ~ and (A,X) holds, (A ,~)  
also holds; i.e., there is a (D, ~÷ )-homogenous model M, and there are 
types pn ~ SD(An) for l(r/) < ~ such that A n c_ M and for every r/, 
Pn.',(o> and Pn.-(l> are contradictory types; IAn l< II(r/)l + + b~ 0. Define 
A = O A n , and for l(r?) = ~: define A ~, A n = O A n li, Pn = O Pn li" 
l(n)<~ z<': i<K 
Clearly, Pn ~ SD(An) and since IA,~I _< ~: there is an element an ~ M 
which realizes Pn" Let qn be the type which a n realizes over A. If 7/:/: ~, 
~: = l(r/) = l(r) and i is the first ordinal for which 7/z ~ r i (without loss of 
generality we can assume ~/z = 1,1" i = 0), then P(nli)..(1) c__ Pn c_ qn and 
P~nlO--(0) c_ Pr C qr" Thus q,~ and qr are contradictory and hence not 
equal. From this follows ISo(A)I ~ I{q n : l(r/) = ~} I= 2': > #; IAI = 
tO{A n : l(r/) < X} I<_ X{IAn l :  l (n )< ~} <_ ~{~: : l(r/) < ~:} = 
x. 2(':)_</a. Therefore D is not/a-stable. 
We could now draw some conclusions about the class of powers in 
which a diagram is stable, but we postpone this unti l  § 4 where it shall 
be done in a more complete fashion. 
Corollary 2.8. f f  D is ~a-stable where/a < 2 ~ , then there is n~, i~,'reasing 
sequence A z, i <_ X, with a complete D-n-type p over A x such that 
plA~+ 1 sF!its over A i for  all i < X. 
Proof: As in the proofs t f 2.6 and 2.7 we show that if there is such a 
type, then there is an A, tA ~ ~_ k, with I S~ (A)I > X, in contradict ion to 
Claim 2.1. 
Theorem 2.9. I f fo r  every' X < ~ [(21rl) + ] D is not k-stable, then D is 
not stable. 
Remark: If D = D(T), then it is enough to assume (B, ITI  +) in order to 
get the same conclusion. If ITI = ~0 or =:18 where cf5 = ~o, we can 
take ~[ITI ÷ ] instead of :1 [(2 IT I)÷ ]. 
Proof: If there is ?~ < : l[(21rl)  + ] such that D is not k-good then D is 
not k 1-good for any k I >_ k and thus D is not stable in any power. It is 
not hard to see by 2.5 that ( ,k )  holds for all k < ~ [(21rl)  + ]. Thus we 
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shall assume that for every ;k < ~l[(2tr!) +] there is an inc,'easing se- 
quence Ax, ~ and there is a type px ~ SD(A~,x) such that for all i < ~, 
p.  IA},,I.z splits over Ax, t. Let a n be an element realizing pa. Clearly 
A,.,x u {a x } is a D set. By the definit ion of  splitting, for every i < 
tloere are sequences a~,a, t-~},,l in Ax,I+ 1 which realize the same type over 
Aa, t, and there is a formula ~x,, such that ~x,z(x, a-a,,), 
-7 ~xa(x, b~,,t) ~ P~.. Define ca, 1 ~ a~,z'bx, i. Then the sequence 
(<a~)'Zxa •i < X> is defined for all k < ~l[(21TI)+ ] and "s length X. As 
in the proof in Morley [6] by using the Erdos-Rado theorem [1] we 
can find an indiscernible sequence <<a>"al"b i • i < w> such that 
(*) for every n < w there are ;k and i 0 < q < ... < i,, such that 
"<<a)'-'~ t •i <_ n;, and"~(ax> cx,lj " J <_ n) realize the same type 
a t b 1 for all t). So for all p a n, b, realize the same type over 
U Rang ?z, and the type that a realizes over U Rang ~i splits over 
t< .  z_<. 
U Rang cz. 
Assume/a > ~ 0, for all w <_ i < ta define a I, b z such that ( (a)"  c i : 
i </a~ will be an indiscernible sequence. Clearly the type which a realizes 
over U Rang cl is a D-type and splits over U Rang cl. Thus e~ther 
t_</ z</  
( .p)  holds or D is not/a+-good. In either case D is not/a-stable. 
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§ 3. On stable diagrams 
In this section we prove two theorems on stable diagrams. One says 
that every stable diagram is good, and the other that i fA c_ IMI, 
IA I< IIMII, then M contains indiscernible sets over A of po~er  > IAi if 
M is stable in IA I. This theorem is a generalization of a theorem in 
Morley [6] on totally transcendental theories and of a theo:em in [ 1 7]. 
We make use principally of Corol lary 2.8. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that D is ~-stable and IAI ~ ?~ < IIMII. 
1 ) i f  D(M) c_ D, A _c IMt, then M contains an indiscernib'~, set over. I 
o f  power > IAI 
2) I rE  is a set o f f in i te  sequences, IEI > X, and U {Rang a : a E E} 
U A is a D-set, then there is an E t c_ E ofpow~.r > X which is an indis- 
cernible set over A. 
Proof: It is clearly sufficient to prove 2). 
Since every sequence in E is of finite length, there is an n such that 
the power o fE  1 = {~ : f f~ E, l(ff) = n} is gxeater than ;k; without loss 
of generality IE 11 = ;k + . Since D is X +-good, we can assume that E 1 is a 
set of sequences from M, where M is a D-model and ~ t c M. 
Lemma3.2.  I fD is~-s tab le ,  D(M)C_D, Ac_IMI  IAi<_;k, IE I I>X,  
E l c_ IMln, then thereareB,  Cwi thA  c_ Bc__ Cc_- IMt, IBI, ICI< ;k 
such that: every finite type over B which is realized in IMI is realized in 
C, and there is a type p ~ S~(C) such that for  all C 1 , C ~ C 1 c__ I g l ,  
ICll <_ X, p has arcontinuation in S~(C 1 ) which is realized in E 1 - (C l )n 
and doesn't spli, over B 
Proof: Assume :hat there are no B, Csatisfying the condit ions of tile 
lemma. We shall define an increasing sequence A, by induction for i < ~, 
such that IA,I <_ tX, A~ _c IMI, and every type in S~(A/+I), for w'.aich 
there is a sequence in E 1 - (Az+l) n realizing it, splits over  A t. After we 
define this sequ,.nce, since IEll > ~., IAxl <_ X, it will follow that there 
exists a type p E[ S~(A x) which is realized in E 1 - (Aa)n, and thus for 
all i, plAt+ 1 is li'alized in E 1 - (Az+ 1 )n ; hence plAz+ 1 splits over.4 z. 
But according t,. Corollary 2 8, this contradicts the assumption that D 
: 
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is h-stable. Thus  we have shown that for the proof  o f  the lemma it is 
suff icient to dcfine the sequence A z. 
Define A 0 = 0, A~ = U A z for 6 a hmit  ord'~nalo Assume thatA i  is 
z<~6 
def ined and let A i c iMI be an extension o fA  t such that every finite 
type ever A z whi,~h is realized m M is realized in A t. By claim 2.1 we 
may assume iAtl <_ k. By assumpt ion A r, A z, p for a l lp  E ST~A~) do 
not  satisfy" the condi t ions of  the lemma with A t = B, A t = C, p = p; so 
there is a set C O , ICp I <_ k,  Az c_ (.), c_ IMI ,  such that every extension 
n C of  p in SD(p)  either splits over A t or is not  realized in E 1 - (Cp) n . 
Define Az+, ~ -~ U { ~p • p ~ S~(At)}.  By the k-stabil ity o f  D and Claim 
2.1 it fol lows that IS~(A~)I _< k and thus IAz+ll_< k k = k. Also, iF 
p ~ S~(Az+ 1) is realized in E l - (A~+ 1 )'~ then p sphts over A z. It is easy 
to see that all the condi t ions of  the def init ion are satisfied and thus 
Lemma 3.2 . s proved. 
Let us return to the proof  of  the theorem. Let B, 6', and p E S~(C) 
satisfy the condi t ions of  the lemma. By induct ion on t < k + we define 
a sequence -vt: if ~ is def ined for all i < j, let Cj = C u ( U { Rang Yz " 
i < / } ), let Pl ~ S~(C~) be an extension o fp  which is realized m 
Et _ (())n and does not split over B, and let Yz be a sequence in 
E 1 - (C~) n which realizes pj. We shall show that (.~ • i < k+> is an indis- 
cernible sequence over B By the construct ion it is clear that no two 
y /s  in the above scquence are equal, and thus its power  is > k. Since 
every finite type over B which ~s realized m IMI is realized in C, p has a 
17 • umque cont inuat ion in So((5/) which doesn' t  spht over B (by Claim 
2.2.2). It fol lows f rom this that if i < 1, then p/ IC z is a cont inuat ion  of  
p in S~)(Cz) which doesn' t  split over B, and thus pj tC i = p~. In order to 
prove that (Yz " i < k +) Is ar indiscernible sequence over B it is suff icient 
to prove for a l l i  0< <t  n that the " - "  " -  • sequencesY0 "'" Ym - " " -  . . . .  Yto "" Y tm 
r~alize the same type over B. For  m = 0 we have already proved this. 
Assume it for m and we sh~dl prove the result for m + 1. Denote ~0 = 
Y0" ""~Ym. );1 = ),zo~ "'"~--~ m " We must  show that ~0 "(Ym +1 > and 
fl'-,(k-Stm+l} realize the ~arre type over B. Since m + 1 _< im+ 1 we have 
Pzm + 1 [Gin + l =Pm + 1 and thus po,-, (Yrn + 1 > and ~0,-, ( f i im + l ) realize the 
same type over B. It fol lows that if the inductive claim for m + 1 ~s not  
correct, there is a formula ~ and sequence b fi'cm B such that 
, r, 1 b); hence 4,(~,~ °,  b), 4~(~,..~ . ?0~)  ~ -t ~(Y'm÷l "Y " 
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-1 ~(x-, ~ l ,  ~) ~ Pi~n +1" Since it "is assumed that ~o, ~l  realize the same 
type over B, P~m + 1 splits over B, contradiction. Thus yO"(y  m ~,. > and 
Yl'~(Ytm +1 ) realize the same type over B, and thus we have proved that 
(Yi " i < 3`÷) is an indiscernible sequence over B, and hence over A. 
It rzmains to show that this is an indiscernible set. Assume that this 
is not the case. Let J be an ordered set of power > 3  `with a dense sub- 
set f of power <_ 3` (for example if ~ = inf {/a • 2u > 3  `} take J to be the 
set of sequences of length bt of zeroes and ones ordered by the lexico- 
graphic order and : will be the set of  sequences of J which are zero from 
a certain point on). By the compactness theorem we can find a set B 1 = 
13 { Rangy  u • u ~ ,¢} tO A, where l (Yu) = n for all u, such that if 
u c < ... < u m ~_ J then Yuo"'~Yum satisfies the same type over A as 
~0~..."~m. It is easy to see that B1 is a D-set and that if u 0 ¢ u I then 
Yuo and Yu t realize different D-types over B 2 --- A tO { Rang Yu " u E I }. 
Thus IS~(B2)I >_ I J l> 3  `and IB21 = IAI + n. III ~_ 3` in contradiction to 
Claim 2.1. (A more detailed iscussion of a similar theorem is found in 
Morley [6] ). 
Theorem 3.3. f fD  is stable, B c_ A ,  p ~ SD(B), then p has an extension 
in So(A), wizen A is a D-set 
Proof: (We thank Mr. Victor Harnik for suggesting a simphfication i  
the proof.) 
Assume D is ~-stable, and thus the~ ~. is a (D, X+ )-homogeneous model 
M. If IA t < 3  `there is a mapping F from A into M, and since F(p)  
So(F(B)),  IBI <_ IAI < 3`+, it is clear that F(p)  is realized by an element 
a of M. a realizes a certain type over F(A ), p 1 ~ So (F(A)), and clearly 
F - l  (P l )  xs the requi~ed extension o ip .  
Now assume thatA  =B u {a} where a realizes a type q ~ SD(B). It is 
easy to see that there is A 0 c_ B, IA01 <_ 3, such tl, at p doesn't split over 
A 0 (otherwise (.b.) holds in contradiction to the 3`-stability of D). There 
is also an A l ,  A0 c_ A 1 c_ B, IA 11 <_ h, such that neither p nor q splits 
over A I. Define an increasing sequence B i for i <_ 3  `such that 
A l c_ Bt _c B, IBtl <_ 3`, and every finite type over B i which is realized in 
B is realized in Bz+ l . (It is easy to define such a sequence since D is 
3`-stable.) By the first paragraph of the proof, since IBxl <_ 3`, p IBx has 
an extension to a typep  I E SD(B~. tO {a} ). Let c be an element which 
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real izesPl , thut~ B x u {c ,a}  is a D-set. Let r be the type which (c ,a)  
realizes over B x. r ~ S2D(B~,). By C-orollary 2.8, since D is stable, there 
is i < k such that. rlBi+ 1 does not split over B~. We definc p l  = 
{ qJ(xe ~ a, a) • a a sequence from B, there is a sequence b in Bi+ 1 which 
realizes the same type asa over B z, and ~(x0 ,x l ,  b) E r}. Is is easy to 
see tP, at p" ~_ SD(B u {a}). 
Now we prove the theorem tot the general case. Order the elements 
o fA  ={a i ' i<  IA .}anddef ineA i=BU{a, ' j< i}  for alli<_ IAI. By 
induction we define an increasing sequence of types pi SUCl~ that p0 = p 
and p~ ~ SD(AZ) • for i = 6 a limit ordinal, take pt = O pi,  and i fp  i is 
j<z 
defined we let p~+l be an extension o fp  z in SD(A~ u {a~} ) = SD(A z+l ) 
(as guaranteed by the previous paragraph), p IA I is the required type. 
Theorem 3.4. l f  D is stable then D &good. More explicitly: for  every 
power la and D-set A there is an increasing sequence o f  ordinals 
{ i I • j < I~ + } and a sequence o f  elements at for  i < i 0 = U ij sach 
that every complete L,-t~,pe over a subset o f  A i = A u {a k : k < ij } o f  
power < la is realized in A j+ t, and U Aj is a (D, la)-homogeneous 
mode l  Also ev,r,'y (D, la)..homc,eeneous model  is o f  power >_ la. 
Remark: This partially selves a problem from Keisler and Morley [5] .  
Proof: We fir.,,t prove that every (D, g) -homogeneous model  M is of 
power >/s .  Since every D-set o" power <_ # can be embedded in M, it is 
sufficient o prove that there is a D-set of power/a. Since D is stable, 
there is a k for which D is h-stable, and thus there is a (D, k÷)-homoge - 
neous model of power >_ k + . Hence by Theorem 3.1 there is a D-set 
A = { Yz " l < co } which is an indiscernible sex. By the compactness 
theorem there is an indiscernible set { y~ • i < /s  } _3 { Yz " i < co } and 
this set is already a D-set of  power/a. 
Now we shall define il for j < ta ÷ and a z for i < ij by induction on j. 
Define i0 = 0 and ij -- U i k for j a limit ordinal when a z is already de- 
e<j  
fined for all i < i 1. Assume that the definit ion is completed for j and we 
proceed to def : , ,  for j + 1. Let { Pl,k " ij <_ k < ii+ 1 } be the set of com- 
plete D-types over subsets of A i. We define a~ by induction on i, 
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it <_ i < ij~ 1- If a i is defined for all i < k, a k will be an element realizing 
a type in SD(A u {a i • i < k} ) which extends pi,k tsuch a type exists by 
Theorem 3.3). It is easy to see that this definition satisfies all the re- 
quirements except perhaps for the (D, X)-homogeneity of the model M 
w i th lM l=A U {ai : i < U + ii}. Let p E SD(B),B C_ IMI, IBI</a. 
i<u 
Then there is ~ ] </a + such that B ~ Ai, and thus there is an element in 
Ai+l c_ IM~ wlqach realizes p. It remains to prove that M is a model of T. 
BY the Tarski:Jaught test xt is sufficient o show that if ~ is a sequence 
from IMI and ~ (3x)~(x ,  a) then theIc is a b ~ IMI such that 
if[b, ~]. By the above, it is sufficient o :how the existence of a type 
p with ~(x, a) 5 p ~ S o (Rang ~), but this fo lows from the existence of 
a (D, X)-homo~zeneous model. 
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§ 4. On *.he class of powers in which D is stable 
In this section we attempt o find the classof powers in which a 
finite diagram is stable. Our conclusion is that for every stable D "here 
arc cardinals ;k, ~ such that D is/a-stable iff/s >_ ;k and p(K) = ~u. 
Definition 4. I. If p ~ sn (A), B c_ A _c C, then p splits strongly over B 
;n C if there is a seqaence (a~ i < co> of sequences in C which is an in- 
lscernible sequew'~ over B and there is a formula ~b(x, 3;) such that 
~k(.~, a0 ), -1 ~b(.~-, al ) E p. It is clear that p splits over B. 
Remark: From the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is clear that {az : i < w} is 
an indiscernible set, in the case that D is stable and C is a D-set. 
Definition 4.2. D satLfies (C.~,) ff D i~ X + -good, there is an increasing 
sequence A,, i <_ ;k, and a type p ~ SD(Ax) such that for all i < k 
plAt+ 1 splits strongly over A t in A a. 
Remark: It is clear that (C,,~) implies (,X), and that we can assume 
without loss of generality that IAzl < Iil+ + ~0. 
From the addition to 2.9 it is easy to conc'.ude that if D satisfies (,;k) 
for all X < :2 [(21Tll + ], then D satisfies (C,X) for alJ X such that D is 
,'k + -good. 
Theorem 4.1. / /D  is k-stable and there is an A such that ISD(A)I > 
IA I ~) + ~. then D satisfies (C.~:). 
Proof: Simllarl~ to the proof of 2.5 it is sufficient o prove that there 
is a type p ~ SD(A) such that for all B c A, IBI < tc 1 = rain (;k, ~), 
p splits strongly over B in A. If ~: <_ ;k it is clear that D satisfies (C.tc); 
if ;k < ~ (C.;k) holds, contradiction by 2.7 
This being the case, assume that for every type p ~ S D (A) there is a 
set Bp c A, IBpl < ~1 such that p does not split strongly over Bp. Since 
ISD(A)I > IAI(~ + ;k there isa setB c_ A SUCh that ISI> IAI (~) + ;k 
where S = { p ~ S D (A) : Bp = B }. 
We will show that there is a sequence { ~z(x0, ~z) : i < ,'x + } and that 
there are types p, for i < ~k + such that Pz ~ S and { ~j(x0, a/) : i < i} v, 
{ --1 ~kt(x0, at} c_ Pc- Since ISD(A)I > IAI+ X it is clear that !AI > )~ and 
thus ISI > ?~+. We shall define S t and an increasing sequence of A~ c_ A 
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for i < ~k + such that IAil <_ X. TakeA 0 = 0 andA~ = I.I A~ i f5  is a 
limit ordinal. I fA  i is defined, S i will be the set of types p ~ S such that 
p is the unique extension ofplA i in S; A~+ 1 will be a set A~ c_ Ai+ ~ c_ A 
such that every type in SD(A~) which has more than one extension in S 
has at least two extensions in S D (A i. ~) which have continuations in S. 
Since ~Ail <_ )~, ISD(Ai)I _< )~, and thus we can choose A~+~ such that 
IAi+ll < 3,. 
Now l 13 St[<_ 
i<X + t<h + 
there is a type p ~ S, p q~ 
ISo(Ai)t = 3~+ X = ?~+ and IS l>  h + ; thus 
13 S~. It follows that for all i < ),+ there is 
t<h + 
a type p* ~ SD(At+I )  , p~lA, =plA,, pZ ¢ plAi+l ' andpt  has an exten- 
sion p~ in S. Thus there is a formula ~z(Xo, ~), where at is a sequence 
from Az+ 1 , such that --1 ~z(x0, az) ~ P), ff,(x0, ai) ~ P It is easy to see 
that this sequence of Ct's satisfies the necessary conditions. 
For every i < ;k + let b i be an element realizing Pi" Since D is h-stable. 
IBI < tQ < ;k, I{ (btY'd t : i < ;k + } I > ~,. By Theorem 3.1.2 
{ (bi)^a, : i < ~+ } has a subset of power ;k + which is indiscernible over 
B. Without loss of generality we may take this subset o be 
{ (bi)~dt : i < X+ } itself. Since I U Rang ak I <_ X we have 
k<?, 
ISD(k ~ h Rang~k) i<-xandthusthereare i ' ] suchthatx<- j< i<x+ 
andPi l (k<?~ 13 Rang'ak) =p j l (k<x 13 Rang~k)'Als°t~J(X°'-dl)~!)" 
--1 +1(x0, ~'i) E Pl" If ~j(x 0 , ti 0 ) ~ p, then { a 0 , a t. a,+ 1 , ..., a/+n .... } is an 
indiscernible set over B of sequences from A; ~O1(x 0, 5 0) ~ P /by  the 
choice of i,j, -'] qJl(Xo, a l) ~ t)I" Thus pj spilts strongly over B .,n contra- 
diction to the assumption that pi ~ S. If -I ~tj(x o , "Yo) ~ Pi the~l 
{ aj, a 0 , a 1 , ..., an' "-'} is an indiscernible set over/3 of sequences from 
A and tpj(x o , ?t l) ~ Pt, -1 ~1(Xo, ao) ~ Pi. And Pi sp'_its strongly over B 
in contradiction to the assumptmn that p~ ~ S. Thus there is a 
p ~ SD(A ) such that for every B c_ A, IBI < ~1, P splits strongly over B. 
By what was said at the start of the proof, (C,~:) holds. 
Claim 4.2. f f  D is X-stable, p <_ X < ~u E is an indiscernihle set of  
sequences, A = 13 { Rang y : y ~ E }, p ~ S D (A), then it is not the case 
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that I {y~ E" dg(x ,~)~p} 1>_ i~and t{j7 ~ E • -1 q~(x,y) ~ p} 1_> V 
jbr  any ~k. 
Proof" Assume that E contradicts the claim. Since D is good (by 3.4) 
vie can assume without loss of  generality that A c_ M where M as a 
(D, tA i + + X + )-homogeneous model; and a ~ IMI realizes p. E has a 
subset E 1 = { y~ • i < # } with the same properties, and in M we can 
find an E 2 = { y~ " i < X} ~_ E 1 which is an indiscernible set. Since 
I{ i<X"  D Via, j ; , ]}  I_> t~, I{ i<X"  D ~k[a,y,] } I_>/a, we canas- 
sume without loss of  generality that I{ i < X • D ~(a ,y  z] } I = X. Thus 
we can find E 3 c- E2 ' IE 31 = X (of course, E 3 is still indiscernible), 
E3 = { ; i .  i< /a  +X} such that D ~[a ,y  i] i f f i< /a .  Le tq  be the type 
that a realizes over A 3 = u { Rang yZ • i < g + X }, and let I be a subset 
of ta + X of power/a whose complement is of power X. Since E 3 is an 
indiscernible set, there is a mapping FI from A 3 to A 3 such that 
Ft (y ' )  ~ {yg • k ~ 1} iff i </a. It is ,:asily seen that I :~ J implies 
El(q) ~ F j (q) ,  and hence ISD(A3)t ~ I{F l (q)  • I as above} I ~ X u > X. 
But IA 31 _< X in contradiction to the X-stability of D. Thus the claim is 
verified. 
theorem 4.3. I f  D is h-stable, K >_ X. K ~" > K, and D satisfies (C.K l ), 
then D is not x-stable. 
Proof: Let X = inf { X : Kx > K }, # = inf { u : X ~' > X }. Clearly K 1 ~ X 
and thus D satisfies (C,×). Also X < K; this is because D satisfies (C .x )  
arm hence also (*X) and thu3 is not (2.7) stable in any power < 2×; 
thus, K >_ X >_ 2 x. Assume that A z (i _< ×) is an increasing sequence of 
sets, IAzl< Iil + + b~ 0 , p ~ SD(A x ), such that for all i < X plA~+I splits 
strongly over A~ in Ax, { a'~.j : j < co } is an indisc."rnible set over A, of 
~equences from A x , and ~,(x,  ate0), -q ~b,@, 1 ) E plAi+ 1 . By Theorem 
3.4 D is good and titus there is a (D, K + )-homogeneous mgdelM.  
In this proof r /and r will denote sequences of  ordinals < K. For 
l(ri) < × we defi,le Pn, An '  and G n by induction, such that: 
1 ) Pn E SD(A n) and 7/= r l i  implies Pn c_C_ Pr, An c_ Ar  ' IAn[ <_ X. 
2) G,~ is a mapping from At(n) onto A n c IMI. 
3) There is no element in M which realizes >_/a of the types 
{ Pn"(1> : J < K }.  
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I f /(,/) = 0, G 0 will be a mapping from A 0 into M, A() = Rang G O, 
and PO = GO(pIAo)" 
I f lO1)=6,  G n= O Gnli, A n = U Ant i , Pn = O Pnlz" 
If l(r/) = k, G n , An ,  and Pn are already defined, we proceed to ire- 
fine them for 11"(]> for all ] < K. Since IAxl < ×+, G n has an extension 
G which is a mapping from A x into M. 
Let bn, i = G(ak, i) for aU i < co. Clearly { bn,, " i < w } is an indis- 
cernible set over A n and we can extend it to an indiscernible set 
{ bn, i" i < K }. For all .r = r/~'<j) where j < K we define the mapping 
Hr . DomH r =Ak  ij Rang~k,0 U Rang~k,1, HrlA k = Gn, and 
m 
Hr(dk, i) = bn,j+~, i = 0, I. G r will be a mapping from Ak+ l in toM 
which extendsHr ,A  r = Rang Gr, Pr = Gr(PlAk+I )" 
Condi t ions ,  ) and 2) clearly hold. We now show 3). Since 
~ll(n)(X , bn,,) ,  ~ ~Jl(n)(x, bn,,+ 1 ) E pn~.(0, the condit ion follows from 
Claim 4.2. 
LetA  = U{A n "l(r~)< x}.C lear ly  IAI_< X { IAn l ' l ( rD< X} <_ ~c. 
K (x) = K (~(x) = K by the definit ion ol X)- For l(r/) = X let Pn = U Pn b '  
t,(× 
let a,~ be an element of M which realizes p,~, and let qn be the type 
which a n realizes over A. From Condit ion 3) it is easily seen that for all 
a, I{ ~/• a n = a } I _< ta x . If X × > tax it is easy to see that ISD(A)I >_ 
I { a n • l(r~) = X } I > K. Assume now ~× < tax. Xx > X and thus by 
definit ion ta <_ X. Hence, X <_ K < K x % tax < M and ta _< X by the defi 
nit ion o f#.  Thus, X < K x _<_ ~:x _< 2 x" But D :~atisfies (C,x)  and thus also 
(*g)- It follows that D is not X-stable since X < 2 x (by Theorem 2.7); 
contradiction. The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.4. Every D satisfies exactly one o f  the following" 
1 ) D is not stable; 
2) there are powers K, X, X <'~ [(21TL) + ] ,such that D is O-stable i f f  
ta >_ X and ta(~) = la. 
Proof: If D is not stable, the conclusion of  the theorem clearly is true. 
Assume then that D is stable and let X be the first power such that D is 
X-stable. By Theorem 2.9 X < ~ [(21T!) + ]. Define K = inf { K : for a l iA,  
ISD(A)I < IAI(K) + X}. We shall show that X and K satisfy 2). 
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If/a < ~ then by the definition of ?~, D is not/a-stable. Assume now 
that/a > k and/a (K) = #. Since D is stable, it is good, and thus/a÷-good. 
Also. by the definition of ~:, if IAI </a, then ISD(A)I <_ IA I(~) + k =/a, 
and dlus D is/a-stable. 
The last thing to show is that if/a _> ?~ and/a(K) >/a, then D is not 
/a-startle. Let X = inf { X :/a× >/a }. Since/a(~) >/a, clearly X < g. Thus by 
the definition of x, there is an A such that ISD(A)I > IA I(x) + ?~. It fol- 
lows from Theorem 4.1 that D satisfies (C,x). By Theorem 4.3 D is not 
/a-stable, and the theorem is proved. 
Remark: A theory T can be found such that the values of ]k and x in 
4.4 for D(T) are X = 2 ITI and ~ is any power _< ITI ÷. 
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§ 5. On prime models 
In this section we prove the existence of prime models over D-sets, 
for several definitions of primeness (especially for stable D), and several 
ot their properties. 
Definition 5.1o 1) p E S~.zl) is (D, 1)-isolated, or simply (1)4solated, 
over B c_ A if for all A 1, B ~ A 1 ~ A, p IA 1 is the unique extension of 
plB in SD(A1). (Formally, we do have to mention tt.e D, but it will 
usually be clear what D is. The same holds for the fcllowing definitions.) 
2) p ~ S~ (A) is (2)-isolated over B c_ A if for all A1, B c_ A1 c_ A, 
p IB has no extension in S D (A t) which splits over B. 
3) p ~ S~ (A) is (3)-isolated over B ~ A if for all A 1. B _c A 1 ~ A, 
p IB has no extensian in S D (A ] ) which splits strongly over B in any 
D-set A 2- 
4) p ~ S~ (A) is (4)-isolated over B _c A if for all A 1, B c A 1 c_ A, 
p IB has no extension in S D (.41) which split~ strongly over B in A 1. 
5) p is (X, n)-isolated (or (D, ?~, n)-isolated) if there is a B c_ A, 
IBI < ;~., such that p is (n )-isolated over B (n = 1,2, 3, 4). (Where n is 
mentioned in the statement of a theorem in this section it will be as- 
sumed that n = 1,2, 3, 4). 
Claim 5.1. 1) I f  p is (;k, nl )-isolated, n 1 <_ n2, then p ~s (X, n2)- 
isolated. 
2) I f  p ~ S~(A) is (n)-isoia:ed over B c BI c_ A1 c_ A,  then plA 1 is 
(n)-isolated over B t. I f  IBI < X, then p IA 1 is also (~, n)-isolated. 
Proof: Immediate. 
Definition 5.2. A D-model M is (D, ;~, n)-homogeneous if for all 
p ~ SD(A), A c_ M, p (;% n)-isolated, we havep is realmed inM. 
Definition 5.3. 1 ) The D-set A _D B is (D, 7,, n)-prime over B if 
A = B u {a t : i < i 0 } where, for all i < i o, a i realizes a (D, ?~, n)- 
isolated type over B u { a I : ] < i }. 
2) If IMI _3 B thenM is a (D, ;% n)-Frime model overB if IMI is a 
(D, ~,, n)-prime set over B and M is (D, X)-homogeneous ( ic). 
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Claim 5.2. 1) I rA  isa (D. ~,n)-prime set over B, M isa  (D, ~,n)-  
homogeneous model, and B c_ iMI, then there is a mapping F from A 
onto M such that FIB = ltd. 
2) l f  M is (D, ;k, n)-homogeneous, n I <_ n, then M is (D, X, n 1 )- 
homoge, ~eous. 
3) l f  A is (D, ~,, n)-prime over B, n I >_ n, then A is (D, ~, n 1 )-prime 
over B. 
4) l f  M, M l are (D, X, 1 )-prime models over A, then there is a map- 
ping F from 3/1 into M! such that FIA = I A . 
5) l f  p ~ So(B), B c_ A,  and there is a (D ;k, n)-homogeneous model 
M 3_ A ~hich omits p, then every (D, X, n)-prime set over A omits p. 
For n = 1, either all or none o f  the (D, X, 1 )-prime models over A omit 
p. 
Proof: Immediate. 
Definition 5.4. D satisfies (P, ;~, n) if for all p ~ SD(B), iBI < ~, A _3 B, 
A a D-set, we have that p has an extension q ~ SD(A ) which is (X, n/- 
isolated. 
Remark: It apparently would seem mc,re lo~;ical to define a (D, X, n)- 
prime model by Claim 5.2.1 and say that D ,atisfies (P, ~, n) if for all 
B c_ A, p E SD(B), p (X, n)-isolated, p has a,l extension q ~ SD(A ) 
which is 0,, n)-isolated (instead of definitiors 5.3.2 and 5.4). But prob- 
lems would arise in Theorem 5.3 and in the ~heorem proving the exist- 
ence (rf (P, ~,, n) at the end of the sect~c n. 
Theorem 5.3. 1) I f  D s~tisfies (P, 7,, n), then over every D-set A there 
is a (D, ]k, n)-prime model. I rA  C-_ INl where N is (D, X)-homogeneous, 
then there is a (D, ;k, n)zTrime model M c_ ~ 9~,er A. 
2) Moreover, if B ~_ A where B is a D-set, then there is a (D, ;k, n)- 
prime model M over A such ihat B u IMI is ~ ,ime over B. 
Proof: ! ) As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 it can be shown that there is 
a model M, IMI ~ A, 1341 = A o { a i : i < i 0 } such that for all i < io. a i 
realizes a (~, n)-isolated type over A o { a / : ] < i } and for all B c_ IMI, 
IBI < ~, p ~ SD(B), p is real:'zed ~nM. It is clear thatM is a (D, ~, n)- 
prime model over A. 
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2) "Oae only additional thing to be proved here is: if for all ] < i, a/ 
is defined and p ~ SD(A 1) where A 1 c_ A u { a/ :  ] < i }, IA 11 < 3,, then 
ther~ is. a q, p c q ~ So (B u { a / :  ] < i } ), such that q and q I (A u 
{ a 1 : ] < i } ) are (3,, n)-isolated. Since D satisfies (P, 3,, n) there is a qz, 
p c_ ¢1 ~ SD(A u {a / : !  < i} )and  there is anA2 ~ A u {a / : ]< i} ,  
IA21 < h, such that ql  is (n)-isolated over A 2. Again by (P, X, n) ql tA2 
has a continuation in SD(B u { a/ :  ] < i } ) which is (X, n)-isolated. This 
continuation is the required q. 
Claim 5.4. LetM be (D, 3,,n)-p, ime overA.  I fCC:  IMI, IC l< 3`, 
3` regular, then there is a B c_ ',MI, B _3_ C, IBI < 3`, such that fo* all 
A ,  CA .  Bu  A 1 is(D,  3` ,n) -pr imeover(A n B)u  A l . In  fact, 
B = (B n A)  u { b t : i < i o < ~. } and the type which b i realizes over 
A u { b i : ] < i } is (D, n)-isolated over (B n A ) u { b] : ] < t }. 
Proof: Assume tMI - A u {a/ : ] < i 0 }, a i realizes the type Pz over 
*C_Au{ " ]< i}  IA* l<3, ,andp,  i s (D ,n) -  Au{a1" /< i} ,A  , a ! , 
isolated over A*. Define B k for k < 6o by B 0 = C, B m +1 =Bm u u 
U { A i " a i E B m } , and B =Bto = U B m . By the regularity of  3, it is 
re<to  
easy to see that I B k I < 3, and thus IBI < 3,. Wc now show by induction 
on i that (B n A ) u A 1 u (B n { a / :  / < i } ~ is (D, 3,, n)-Drime over 
(B n A) u A 1. This will finish the proof. If i = 0, i is a limit ordinal, or 
a i ~ B, the claim is immediate. If i is not a limit ordinal and a i E B, 
from Claim 5.1.2 it follows that a z realizes a (D, 3,, n)-isolated type over 
(B n A) u A 1 u (B n { ai : / < i } ). This completes the induction. For 
the last statement in the claim, we may take b i as  the ith element of  
{ a/ : ] < i 0 } which belongs to B. 
Theorem 5.5. Assume D satisfies (P, 3,, t:), p E SD(B ), B c_ A ,  A is a 
D-set, ~ is regular, and for  all B l c A with IB 11 < 3,, there is a (D, 3,, n)-  
homogeneous model  M such that B u B 1 c_ IMI and p is not  realized in 
M. Then every (D, 3,, n)-prime model  over A omits p. 
Proof: From Theorem 5.3.1 and Claim 5.4 it follows that for every 
(D, 3,, n)-prime model M over :! and for all C c_ IMI, ICI < 3`, there is a 
B c IMI C _ B such that for dl A 1 c_ A, B u A 1 is (D, 3`, n)-prime 
overA1 u(BnA) .  
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Assume a ~ IMI realizes p. Let C = {a}. By the above, there is 
B 1 ~ IMI, IB 11 < ~, with a E B 1 such that B l u B is prime over 
(B I n A) u B. Since IB 1 n A I <_ IB 11 < ~, there, is a model M, 
(B 1 c~ A)  o B c_ IM 1 t, M 1 (D, ?~, n)-homogeneous, and M 1 omits p. 
Thus by 5.2.5 the set B 1 u B also omits p, in contradiction to the defi- 
nition o fB  I . -l'hus M omitsp and the theorem is proved. 
Claim 5.6. Assume p~ ~ SD(Bt), A, 3_ B z, A ia  D-set (i = l,  2), F is a 
mapping f rom A 1 on A 2 , F(B 1 ) = B2, F(P l )  = P2. Then Pl is realized 
in a (D, ;k, n)-prime model  over A 1 i f f  P2 is realized in a (D, ;k, n)-prime 
model  over A 2 ; provided that F(A I ) = A 2 . 
Proof: Immediate. 
Corollary 5.7. A~sume D satisfies (P, ;k, n), ~ regular, p ~ SD(A), 
{ Yi : i < k } (k ~ X) an indiscernible sequence over ,4 and A 1 = 
A u (LI { Rangy/ :  i<  k}  ) i sa  D-set. If, fo ra l l#< X, there isa 
(D, X, n)-homogeneous model  M 3_ A u { F i : i < #} which omits F, 
then every (D, X, n)-prime model  over A 1 omits p. 
Proof: Irnmediate. 
Theorem 5.8. I fD  satisfies (P, ?,, n), ~rcgula;', {Y i  : i<  k}  an indis- 
cernible set over A , A t. = A u { Yz " i < k ~. a D-~et, and ;k <_ k, then in 
every (D, ~,, n)-prime model  over Ak ,  { y~ : i < ,c } is maximal  among 
the indiscerniSle sets over A ; i e., it cannot be e::tended. 
Remark: A parallel theorem, with a somewhat ifferent proof appear 
in [ 16], p. 81, theorem 6.2. 
Proof: We can assume that Yz and A z are defined for all ordinals/; 
l 1 < l implies At~ c_ At. Let qt be the type that y, realizes over A t Let 
M be a (D, k, n)-homogeneous model, A k c_ IMp. InM we can fiwd a 
sequence {y~: i< k I } which extends {y i : i<  ~c} and is a maximal 
sequence among the indiscerrible sets over A k . Without loss of gener- 
ality we let y~ = Yz for all i < k 1 . Thus we. have a (D, ~, n)~homogeneous 
modelM, Ak~ c_ IMI, which ~:,mits qk~ and hence every (D, X, n)-prime 
model over Ak~ omits qk~. ("he use of the existence of M can be easily 
eliminated.) 
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Let N be a (D, k, lz)-prime model over "~k. Sir, ce A k c_ IMI, and M is 
(D, ;k, n)-homogeneous,  we can assume, by 5.3.1, INI c_ IMI. Assume 
that a E N r~;alizes qk and we shall arrive at a c~ntradiction. 
By Claim 5.4 there isB=(BnAk)  U{b i : t<_ i  0},  IB I<X,  bio =a,  
such that b t realizes ?, type Pz over { b~ • ] < i} u A k which is (D, n)- 
isolated over (B n Ak)  O { b / :  ] < i }. Since I{ v i : Yi E B }1< ;k and 
{y~ : i < k } is an indiscernible set over A, we can assume without loss 
of generality that A u (B n A k) = A u { Yi : i < i 1 ( < ~.) }. Let 
A ° - A u (B n Ak)  and A t = A 0 u { b t : i < 1 }. We prove by induc- 
tion on l that {y, : i I <_ i<  k } is an indiscernible set overA I. For ! = 0 
this is immediate and for l = 8 a limit ordinal it is clear. Assume it is 
true for l and we shall prove it for l + 1. 
By way of contradiction, assume that the claim for I + 1 is not true. 
Then there are two sequences y l ,  Y2 of ditferent elements of 
{Yi : il -< i < k }, a formula if, and a sequence fi of elements ofA  l such 
that ~ ~[b t, ~,y l  ] and ~ q @[b l , a, ~2 ] ; thus ~k(x0, ~,~1 ), 
-'1 @(X 0 , a', y2 ) ~ Pl" It follows tha: Pt splits strongly over A t . (It can be 
assumed that Rang ~1 and Rang .~2 are disjoint, otherwise we take a 
third seouence, with range disjoint from both of these, in place o f~ l or 
f2 ,  and then we ~ an find a seqaence ~n for n < co such that Rang ~'n 
are d~sjomt in paJrs and contained in { Yz : il <- i < k}. This shows the 
strong splitting.) By Claim 5.1 we get a contradiction to the def:nition 
of B in all cases of (D,)~, n). Thus the reduction works for ! + 1. It fol- 
lows that {y~ : i I _< i < k } is an indiscernible set overA io+1 (=A u B). 
Now we show by induction on l that Akt U { b z : i < l } is a (D, X, n)- 
prime set over A~-~ and that { ~'z : il <- i < k 1 } is an indiscernible set 
overAw{y, : i< i  l} u{b , : i< l} .  
For l = 0 or a h'mit ordinal, immediate. Assume it for l. To show it 
for l + 1 it Js sufficient o prove that b t realizes over Ak~ U { b~ : i < l } 
a (D, X, n)-isolated type pl. (The indiscernibility of {y~ : i 1 <_ i < k~ } 
follows as in the previous paragraph). Further we shall show that the 
type pt is (D, n)-isolated over (B n A k) u { b~ : i ~ l },. First, it is clear 
that this type is a D-type since B u Ak~ c_ M. We take the case n = 1 
since the others have a similar proof. I fp  I is not (D, n)-isolated over 
(BnA k )u{b , - i< l}  thenp ' l [ ( , ,~ , - 'Ak )U{b, : i< l} ]  has two dis- 
tinct continuations in SD(Ak ~ U { b~ . i < l} ), say q l ,  q2. It is clear that 
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ql t(Ak U { b, " i < I} ) = q21(/l,, t.J {b," i<  1}) Thus there is a sequence 
c-from A t and a sequence);  from "t.~ " il <- i < k I } and a formula 
such that ~(x,  y,  c) ~ ql  , "-1 ~k(x, y, c) ~ q2. 3y inductmn hypothesis 
there i,; a mapping F from Ak~ t3 { b z • i < l } onto itself such that 
FIA t = 1At and F(v)  is a sequence from {Yt • il <- i < k }. It is easy to 
show that F(q I )I(A / t3 {y, • i I <_ i < k } ) and F(q 2 )I(A t t3 
u {y, • i 1 _< i<  k } ) belong to SD(A k t3 {y, • i 1 _< i<  k} ) and extend 
ptl [(B n A k ) u { b~ • i < l } ], in contradictio~ to the assumption tbat 
b l realizes over A t t3 { .v~ • i 1 <_ i < k } a (D, n)-lsolated type over 
(B n Ak)U  { b, " i< l} .  
It follows that B u Al,-~ c_ M is indeed a (D,),, n)-prime set over A~j .  
It was proved that {y, • i 1 < i < k 1 } is an indiscernible set over 
A u { ;', " ~ < ;! } u { b, " i _< i 0}and:husoverAU{y~. i< i  1}t3{a}.  
It is known that  {Yi ' ' < k } t3 {a} is an indiscermble set overA Since 
i 1 < ),<_ k, we get that {Yz " i<  k l}  u {a} is an indiscernible set over 
A. Thus in M, {y~ • i < k I } is not a maximal indiscernible set over A" 
contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
Now we shall check when the condit ions (P,),, n) are satisfied. 
Theorem 5.9. /3' D is ),-good and (B,),)  is not satisfied, then D has 
(P,X, 1). 
Proof: Assume p ~ SD(B), IBI < )`, B c_ A, A a D-set. Since D is 
),-good, it is easy to see that every q ~ SD(B1) has an extension in 
SD(B2) where B1 c__ B2 c_ A and tB21< ),. Also, i fq  E SD(B1), IB I I< ),, 
and for all B 2 c_ A, IB21 < ~0, q has a unique extension in SD(B 1 t3 B2) , 
then q has a unique extension in SD(C) for all C _c_: A, and it is clear that 
the extension o fq  in So(A) i s  a (),, 1)-isolated type. 
We must show that p has an extension Pl ~ SD(A) which is (),, 1 )- 
isolated. Assume there is none, and we shall prouuce a contradiction. 
Since there is no such extension, for all Bl ,  B ~ B 1 c_ A,  IB 11 < ), and 
for all q E SD(B 1 ), q ~_ p, there is a finite set Cq ~ A such that q has at 
least two extensions in SD(B 1 w Cq). We want to define by induction 
on 1(7/) < ), p,~ and A n such that Pn ~ SD(A,~ )" r/= rl i  implies pn C Pr ,  
PO = P" An c ,4, IZnl < ~0 + II(~/)1+, and there is a formula ~0 n such 
that ~o n E phi(c), -1 ~o~  Pn"(1)" From the completea reduction will 
follow tl,.e existen,'e of (B,),), in contradiction to the hypothesis of the 
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theorem. For l(r/) = 0 define A O = B, PO = P- If l(r/) = 5 let 
A n = u Anl,, p~ = u Phil; IAnl-< ~ IAnlii-< ~ (b~0 + Iil)= 
~<6 i<6 i<a  i<8 
151 < B0 + II(r/)l+ • Now assume l(r/) = k and An, p,~, are defined. Since 
B _c An, p _c Pn, IAn I < X, there is a finite set Cpn c_ A such that Pn has 
two extensions Pn,-(0), Pn--(1) in SD(A n u Cpn ). We define A,7,,(o ) = 
A,~,~(ix = A n u Cq. It is easily seen that this definition satisfies the re- 
quirements, and thus the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 5.10. I fD  is good and does not satisfy (,X), then (P, X, 2) 
holds. I f  D is good and does not satisfy (C,X) then (P, X, 3) and (P, X, 4) 
hold. 
Proof: Immediate. 
Theorem 5. i I. I ) I f  D is X-stable, 2 u > X, then D satisfies (P,/~, 1 ), 
(P, #, 2), (P, bt, 3), (P, #, 4). I f  D is h-stable, X ~ > X, then D satisfies 
(P, g, 3), (e, g, 4). 
2) I f  D is h-stable, ta > X, then p is (D, ta, n)-isolated i f f  p is (D,/~, m)- 
isolated, for all I <_ m, n <_ 4. 
Proof: 1 ) If D ~s h-stable, 2~ > X, then ~y 2.7, 2.6, 4.3, D doesn '~ 
satisfy (A,X), (,X), or (C,X), and thus the theorem follows from 5.10, 
5.9. (If D is stable, there is no difference between (A ,X), (B,)3.) 
If D is h-stable, XK > X, then by 4.3 D doesn't satisfy (C,X) Thus the 
theorem follows from 5.10. 
2) The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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§ 6. On Che existence of maximally (D, ;~)-homogeneous mudels 
Definit ion 6.1. A model is maximally (D, ;~)-homogeneous (~-homo.) if
it is (D, ;~)-homogeneous (resp. ;k-homo.) but not (D, X+ )-homogeneous 
(resp. ~+-homo.). 
Theorem 6.1. / f  IDI _< ;k (I TI < X), ;k(~) = X, x a regular cardinaland 
D satisfies (B, (2 x)+ ), then there is a maximally (D, x)-homogeneous 
(resp. x-homo. ) D-model M o o f  power ~. Furthermore. i f  N is a D-model 
o f  power <_ ~ we can choose M o so that INI c_ IM01. Instead o f  demand- 
#~g that D satisjy (B, (2  x )+) we can take D to be good and satisfying 
(C,x). 
Proof: We just prove the case where (B,(2 x)+) holds. By Claim 2.4 we 
can assume that there is a (D, (2 x)+ )-homogeneous model M and there 
arepn,A n for all 107) < (2x) + such thatpn ~ SD(An), A n c_ IMI, 
r/= ",'li implies A n c_ Ar ' p~ C Pr, and there is ~07~ E Pn'--(0), 
-I ~n E Pn"(1) ' where ~o,~ = ~(Xo,~,~) .  
Since M is (D, (2 x)~ )-homogeneous we can assume without loss of  
generality that INI c IMI. 
We define Nz, C~, and 7/l for i _< x such that: 
1 ) I/Vii ~ IMI, II N~II - ~, every complete D(N~)-type over a subset of  
tN~ I which is of power < x is realized m N~+ l " N~ = U N~, and thus N 
z<t~ 
is an increasing sequence. If IDI > ~, N o = N and if IDI <_ ;k, N o is an 
extension in M of N which realizes every type from D. 
2) C t c_ IN~+l I, ( t  c_ A,~z+l ' ICzl < b~0, Pnz+l ICi is not realized by 
any element o fN  z but Pnz+l I(jU_._ z C/) ".s realized in Nt+ 1 . Also if 
l(rli) = l z, i < j, then r/~ II z = r~ t . 
(Let D z denote D(Nz). ) 
It is easy to see that when the definit ion is completed, N~ will be the 
required model. This follows because f fA c_ IN~I, IAI < ~:, p ~ Sog(A) 
then there is an i < x such that p ~ SDt(A) and A c_ INil" and thus p is 
realized in Ni+l, and afort ior i  in NK ; i.e., N~. is (D~, x)-homogeneous. 
If in addition IDI _< X, then D = D(M) ~_ D(N K ) _~ D(N 0) = D, and thus 
N K is (D, x)-homogeneous. 
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On the other hand, Pn~ I ( IJ C z ) is a type such that its restriction to 
every finite subset of  U C, is realized, but itself is not realized. Thus 
N~ is not ~:+-homogeneous. (Actually the proof shows that the above 
type has a sub-type of  power x which is not realized.) 
We now proceed to carry out the definition. N O was already defined; 
take r~0 = O. It is clear what are N~, r/~ for limit ordinals 6. Assume that 
N i and r/~ are defined; we define C~, Ni+ 1 and r~+ 1 as follows: Since 
~(~) = ~,, the number of ~ubsets of ~N~ t of  power < ~ is <_ ~, and if 
IAI < to, A c_ IN~I, then ISD(N,)(A)I _<_ ID(Ni)IIAI<_ IIN~IlIAI <_ X(,~) =X. 
Thus there is a set B _~ IN~ ]. i BI <_ ~, B ~_ IMi, in which every type 
p ~ SD(Nt)(A), for al iA c_ IN, I, IAI < t~, is realized. 
= "0  For all k < (2 x)+ define ~'k T/t k, where 0t  is a sequence of zeroes 
of order type k. For all a ~ IN, t define W a = { k • k < (2 ~ )+, 
t~Tk(a,~rk)} . Since there "re < X sets Wa, and W a c_ (2x) +, there are 
ordinals l,] (] < l )such that for a l ia  ~ Igzl , l ~ W a l f f /~  W a. Let 
r/i+l = rt~(l ) and C~ = Rang ~,~ u Rang fir1. Since every a ~ Igtl satisfies 
~= ~rl[a,  -drl] ' ~ ff~lIa, ff~-/] and q'~,l(x,~,i) ^-q q:~l(x, ~Tt) ~ pn,+ l lCt, it 
is clear that no element of N t realizes P,~z+ l lCz • Now it is easy to find a 
model N~+ 1 such that B u C] c_ Igi+l I c_ IMI and such that Pnz+l is 
realized in Art+ 1- Thus we have fims~led the inductive definit ion and 
proved the theorem. 
Claim 6.2. I f  there is a (D, ;k + )-homogeneous model M such that 
IIMll = 22x, So(Imt) l  > 11¢/1t, N C_ M, IINII <_ ~, ~ a regular cardinal, 
= ~(~), IDI _< X (iTI < X), then there is a D-mode lM 1 D_ N o f  power h 
which is maximally (D, ~)-homogeneous (resp. ~-homo. ). 
Proof: The proof is similar to 6.1. We shall prove the case IDI <_ X. As 
in the proof of 2.5, there is a p ~ So(M) which splits over every subset 
of IMI of power _< X. Let us define an increasing sequence Ni, i <_ ~, 
such that !N 01 _~ IMI; IN01 c_ IMI; IINtll = X; every D-type (over the 
empty set) is realized in N O ; for all ~i <_ ~:, IN s I = U IN~I; for all i < ~:, 
t<6 
every complete D-type over a subset of INzl of power < t~ is realized in 
N.+I : and there is a finite set C t o'S_. INt+I I such that plC i is not realized 
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in Nr, p ! l~ iC I  is realized in Ni+ 1. The only problem is to define C z. 
Since by the definit ion of p, p splits over IN t I, there are sequences a,
at ~ IMI which realize the same type over IN z I and ~o(x, "d) ^  
^ 7 ~otr, al ) ~ P- Thus C i = Rang fi td Rang al is the required set. 
Corol lary6.3. I f  D is good but not sl ,.e, and lDl <_ ),, ),(~)=),, K regu- 
lar, N a D-model, IINII _< )', then there is a D-model M D_ N o f  power ), 
which is mTximally (D, K)-homogeneous. 
Proof: Since D is not 22X-stable, there Is a D-set A. IAI = 2 ~-x, such that 
ISD(A )1 >,  ~. Since D is good, there is a (D, ),)-homogeneous model  M, 
A c IMI, IAI = IIMII, M _D N. Since D is good ISD(IMI)I> ISD(A)I> 22x. 
Thus the corcUary follows from Claim 6.2. It can also be derived from 
Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.4. Let ~ = ~ls, K = cf) ,  < ),. I fD  satisfies (B,),),  then there 
exists a D -model N, IINII <-_" ;~, such that there is no (D, ~+ )-homogeneous 
model M D_ N with IIMII = )'. 
Remark: As in Theorem 6.1, in place of the assumption (B,),), we can 
take D to be )`-good and mtlsfying tC*g). 
Proof: Since D satisfies (B,),), by Claim 2.4 there is a mode lN ,  
IINII = )', for all 107) < )` there are An, p,~ such that A n 2_ INI, 
Pn ~ So(An), r = r/li implies Pr C__ Pn and A r c_- An , and there are for- 
mulas ~n (x, an) such that ~n (x, an ) ~ Pn.',(o), 7 ~n (x, a n ) ~ Pn.-,(1)" 
Since cf X = to, there is an increasing sequence of cardinals )'i < k such 
that ) ,=  Z )'t- 
Let :!.1 te  any D-model of power ),, IMI _~ INI. We shall prove that M 
is not (D, ~+ )-homogeneous. Since IIMII = )', there is an increasing se- 
quence of setsAa, IAzl = )'t, such that IMI = U A t. Now we shall define 
an increasing sequence r/i for i < K (i.e.. r/] ll(rh) = r/t ¢=~ i < ]) and a 
sequence of finite sets C t c_ IMI such that: l(r/t) < (2xt) + and pntlCi is 
not reahzed by any element o fA  t. If 7/i are defined for all i < ] then 
l(r/t) < (2~'J) + and there is an r~ with ltr/) < (2x]) + such that r/i = r/ll(r/t) 
for all i < i. Take r k = r /~0 : i < k). As in the proof of 6.1 we can find 
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l < k < (2xi) + such that all elements a of A] satisfy ~ ~krk [a, ark ] 
~l  [a, -ffrl]" Choose r/c. = ~'k'-'(1) and t.~ = Rang aTk U Rang ffrr It is easy 
to see that all the cor~ditions are satisfied. If C = LI C~, p = LI Phi 
l<~ t<K 
then p lC~ SD(C), ICI _< ~, and plC is omitted by M. ThusM is not 
(D, ~+ )-homogeneous, aswas to be proved. 
Claim 6.5. Let D satisfy (B.~,). 1 ) I f  M is (D, ~,+ )-homogeneous then 
IIMII _> 2 ~ • 
2) There is a (D, X)-homogeneous model M o f  power ~ i f fX (x) = 
(D as above). 
Proof: 1) Assume M is (D, ~,+ )-homogeneous. As in Claim 2.4 we can 
f indAn,  Pn, ~n such thatA  n c_ IMI, Pn ~ SD(A,~)'r =r/ I / impl ies 
AT C_ An andpr  c__ Pn, ~n E Pn"(o), -1 ~n ~ Prt~D" tAnl< II(r/)l+ + b~0 
For all r/, l(r/) = X define A n = I.I A n I~" P:7 = 13 Pn b" It is easy to see 
i<~, z<x 
that Pn E SD(A n ), IAnl <_ X. Thus for all r/, l(r/) = ;k there is a n E IMI 
which realizes Pn" It is easy to see that if r/4= r, l(r/) = l(.~), then 
a n~a r.ThusllMIl>_ I{a n :1(7/) =X} l= l{r / : l ( r / )  =X} I =2 x. 
2) Follows from 6.5.1 and 6.4. 
Claim 6.6, f f  D is stable and does not satisfy (C.k)  with ~ regular, then 
there is a maximally (D,)O.homogeneous model M ~of power ~ IDI, of  
course). 
Proof: Since D is stable, with the help of Theorem 3.1 we can find a 
D-set A = { Yi : i < ;k } which is an indiscernible set. Let M be a 
(D, X, 4)-prime model over A. By definit ion M is (D, X)-homogeneous. 
Since it realizes every type from D, its power is >_ I DI. On the other 
hand, by Theorem 5.8 A has no extension in IMI which is also an indis- 
cernible set, ard  thus M is not (D, X ÷ )-homogeneous. 
Theorem 6.7. Assume D = D(M) and let X and tz be cardinals such that 
A c_ IMI, IAI <_ X implies ISD(A)I <-/a where ITI _<_ X _< bt < tlMII. Then 
at leest one of  the following possibilities holds: 
1 ) There is a D-set ,'~ = { Yi : i < 60 } ~'hich is an indiscernible se- 
quence. 
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2) T~ere is a submodel o f  M o f  power ~ which is not ~ 1 -homogene- 
ous, and iJ'l D I < ;k, its finite diagram is D. 
( I f  cf(;k) = co, we demand onl.v IAI < X implies ISD(A)I _</a. 
Proof" First, assume that 
(z.; there isNC_ M, Itgll = X, and there is ap  ~ SD(INI ) which is 
realized >/~ times in M, such that for all N1, INI c_ IN11 c_ IMI, 
IIN1 II _< ~., and for aF.Pl ~ S D (INll), Pl ~ P, Pl either is realized _
times in M or Pl does not split over INI (or both). 
From this we shall prove that 1 ) holds. By induction on n define Nn, 
P,~" Yn suchthatPn E SD(Ignl), IgnlC-_ Ign+l l, IINnll <_ X, IgnlC- Ig l ,  
Pn C_ Pn + 1, Pn is realized >/a times in M, Yn E I?,r~ + 1 I, Yn realizes P~1, 
Pn does not split over N 0. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can prove 
here ~hat { Yn : n < w } is an indiscernible sequence, and thus 1 ) holds. 
We take N o = N, /r 0 = p (in (a)), and we let Y0 be any element of M 
wh!ch realizes p. Now let m "> 0 and assume Nn, Pn, Yn are defined for 
all n < m. .a , r  will then be an elementary submodel of M of power ?~, 
{ Ym-1 } u IN m_l t ~ IN m I (such a model exists by tee Downward 
Lowenheim-Skolem theorem). By induction hypothesis Pm-I is realizecl 
>/a times in M and thus there is a Pm E SD(IN m I) which is realized > ta 
times inM, Pm D_ Pro-1 (this because ISD(Igml)l <_ /a). By (a)p m does 
not split over N O . Ym will be any element of M which realizes Pm" Thus 
we have finished the inductive definition and 1) holds. 
Now assume that (a) does not hold. Then we have: 
(b) For every model N, INI c_ IMI, IINII = X, and for every 
p E Sg(INI) which is realized >/a times in M, there iSNl ,  INI c_C_ INll c_ 
IMI, IINlll <_ X, and there isp l  ~ SD(INII), Pl _3 p, which is realized 
> t-' times in M and splits over INI. 
We shall show that M has a submodel of power ~, which is not ~ 1" 
horaogeneous. Let N o be any elementary submodel of M of power ;k, 
and let P0 be any tyl:e m SD(IN01) which is realized > # times in M 
(sir ~e ISD(IN01)I _</a < ItMII). Define increasing sequences of mode~sN n 
and typesPn such that INnlC__ IMI, IINnll =X, Pn E SD(INn!),pn is 
realized in N n and Pn + 1 splits over IN n I. As in tW proof of 6.2 we get 
that N 1 = LI N n is not 1,~ l 'h°m°gene°us and clearly IIN 1 II = X, 
n<:w 
N 1 c_ M. "[hus it will follow that 2) holds and the theorem will be 
proved. 
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Tho. sequences are easily defined with the help of (b): I fp  n , N n are 
defined then by assumption there are Pn+l,  Nn+l such that INn l c_ 
[Nn+l I C IMI, Pn C_C_ Pn+l E SD(INn. 11), IINn+ 1 II = k, Pn+l is realized 
>/s  times in M, and Pn + 1 splits over N n . 
Theorem 6.8. Assume thatM ~s a mode l  with D(M) = D, tDI <_ g(K) = g, 
2 K < IIMII, and D is not  stable. Then there is a D .mode l  o f  power  g+ 
which is not  homogeneous.  
Remark: If in addit ion D satisfies (B.t¢), then it is sufficient o require 
I TI <_ ~ instead of  I D I<_ K. 
Proof (of the theorem): I fM  is not  (D, ~+ )-homogeneous, then the 
theorem is immediate. Thus assume that M is (D, ~÷ )-homogeneous. 
Since D is not K-stable there is a D-set A c IMI (in fact D(A) = D) such 
that IAI = x, ISD(A)I > x. Let Nbe  a submodel of M, INI _D A, 
IINII = 2 K (and so M 4: N), and N (D, x + )-homogeneous. We inductively 
define an increasing sequence M i for i <_ t~ such that: 
1) IMiIC-IMI, liMlll :tO, IMzI~_A, 
IMil n (IMI - Igl) 4: 0; 
2) If F is a mapping, A c_ Dom F c_ IMil , Rang F c_ IMil , F IA = I a , 
IDom F-A I  < ~, and a ~ IM z I, then there is an extension G ofF ,  
Dom G = Dom F u [ a 1, Rang G c_ IMi+ 1 I, and if Rang F c_ INI, then 
G(a) E INI; 
3) M 6 = U M i. 
i<6 
It is easy to see that such a sequence can be defined. It is also clear 
that if we add the elements of A as distinguished elements to the 
models M 2 = M~, M 1 , I.~ 1 1 = IM21 n INI, then M 1 and M 2 are homo- 
geneou'.;, D(M 1 ) = D(M 2 ). Since IM l i c:_ IM 2 I, it is easy to see that there 
is an in,zreasing sequence of  models M i for 0 < i < K + such that each 
one c~r~ be embedded in M 2 (as in Morley, Vaaght [91 Theorem 6.2). 
Let M~ ~ be such that IM ~+ I = U IMSl and let N 1 be its reduct to the 
i<g  + 
language L(T). Clearly D = D(M) ~ D(N l ) -~ D(A) = D, or D(N l) = D. 
Also e,~ery type in S D (A) which is realized in N 1 already was realized in 
M 2 , ancl since IIM211 <_ ~:, ISD(A)I > to, there isp  ~ SD(A) which is not 
realized in M 2 and thus not in N i . Hence N l is net  homogeneous.  
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":laeorem 6.9. I f  D fs ~1-stable and 3,3-stable and there is a maximally 
(D, ~2 )-homogeneous model M of  power > ~3 where ~1 < ~2 <- ~3 , 
then for all regular cardinals la, there are maximally (D, p)-homogeneous 
models of  arbitrarily large powers. 
~y a slight refinement in the proof we can conclude: 
Corollary 6.10. Ira theory T has a maximally ~k-saturatt ~model of  
power > ~ rl where I TI < X, then for all regular cardinals la, T has 
models of  arbitrarily large power which are g-saturated but not #+- 
saturatea. (More exactl.v, maximally (D(T), p)-homo.) 
Remark: The proof may be skipped in the first reading of the article. 
Proof of 6.9: Let ?~0 be the first cardinal for which (C.?~0) does not 
hold. Clearly ~o -< )'1 • 
Claim 6. ! 1. Under the ponditions of  6.9 there are sets A ~_ A 1 ~- A 2, 
IAI <_ ~3, IA l I < h i ,  IA 21 < Xo, and a type p ~ S D(A) such that for all 
B, A c B c M, IBI <_ ;k 3 , p has an extension in So(B) which does not 
split over A 1, is realized in M, anal does not split strongly over A 2. Also 
every finite D-type over A 1 which is realized in M is realized in A. 
Proof: Assume the contrary and we shall derive a contradiction. By re- 
duction on i <_ ;k 1 define A z and Ap, Bp for all p E SD(A ~) such that: 
1. I fpE  So(A~)thenBp CAp C_A z C_M, IBpl< ~k 0, IApl< X 1 ; 
2. l f i<] thenA zC-Aj; foral l i  IAZl_<~3; A~ = LI A z" 
t<5 
3. I fpE  SD(A1), q=plA  z, i<] ,  thenAq c_ Ap ,  Bq C Fp; 
4. p does not split over Ap and does not split s~rongly over Bp ; 
5. Every finite D-type over A ~ which is realized m M is r,~alized m 
A i+l ; 
6. I fp  E SD(A i) then every continuation o fp  in SD(A i+ t ) which is 
reahzed in M either splits over Ap or splits strongly over Bp. If 
p c_ q E SD(A i÷1) and q does not split strongly over Bp, then Bp = Bq. 
It is not difficult to see that the definition may be carried out and it" 
p ~ SD(A ~'~) is realized in M (and there certain!y is such a/~) then it fol- 
lows that ei~ther (C,X o) or ( ,h  1 ) holds; contradiction. 
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Claim 6.12. Under the condit ions o f  6.9 there are sets { Yt : i < 3`2 } 
and { y l  . ] < 3`+3 }, in M such that: 
+ 
1. { y~ • i < 3`2 } is an indiscernible set over A 2 u { y~ • i < 3`3 } ; 
2. {y l  . i<  3`+3} isan indiscernible set over A 2 t2 { y~ • i<  3, 2 } ; 
3. { y~ • i < 3`2 ) is a max imal  indiscernible set over A 2" 
Proof: AsM is maximally (D, 3`2 )-homogeneous, it is not 3`~-homc.- 
geneous. So • omits a type q, q E SD(B), IBI = 3`2, B _c M.  Without 
loss of generality, there existsB 2 c_ B1 c_. B, IBll < 3`1, IB21 < 3`0, 
such that q does not split over B1, and does not split strongly over B2, 
and for every C c_ M, ICI <_ 3`2 q has an extension qO in SD(B u C) 
which does not split over B1, and does not split strongly over B2, and 
every fimte type on B 1 which is realized in M is realized ~n B. (This is 
true since D satisfies neither (C.3` 0 ) nor ('3`1); every continuation of q 
is e.lso omitted, and so we can easily find an extension of q which satis- 
fies all the above conditions). 
l_et us define by induction Yi for i < 3`2" Let B = { b~ "j < 3`2 }" If for 
every ] < i Yl is defined, then, by the above, q has a continuation q~, 
qi ~ SD (B u A 2 u { Yl "] < i } ) (,4 2 is defined in Claim 6.1 1 ) such that 
qi does not split over B1, and does laot split strongly over B 2 . As 
IBt u { b/ " ] < i } u A2 u{y! - l< i} l<3`2 , there isane lementy~of  
M which realizes the type qzl(B1 u{b  I . i< i}  uA  2U (y i "  ] < i} ) "  
As every finite type over B 1 which is realized in M is realized in B, 
i > ] implies qz _D qt; so, as in the proof of 3.1, { Yi " i < 3`2 } is an m- 
discernible set over B l u A 2 , and so also over A 2. Let { Yi " i < tx } be 
a maximal indiscernible set (over A 2) which extends {Yz " i < 3`2 }- We 
shall show that a < 3`~. Suppose a >_ 3`~. As q is omitted in M, for every 
Yi, i<  a, there is a formula ~(3`,a) ~ p, such that ~ -1 ~/J[y~,a]. As 
p ~.- SD(B), and IDI <_ 3`1 -< IBt it is clear that there exists ~ formula 
~(x,a)  E p such that for 3`~ y~'s ~ -1 ~[y~,-a]. On the other hand it is 
clear that there is i 0 < 3`2 such that Rang a c_ { b / • ] < i 0 < 3`2 }- So, by 
the definition of the y~'s, for every i, i 0 .<_ i < 3`2, ~ ~ [Yz, ~]. So 
I{y, • ~ ~k[y~,a] }l >_ 3`2 > 3`0 and I{y," ~ -1 ~[y~,a]  } I>_ 3`2 > _ 3`0, 
but (C,3` 0) does not hold, a contradiction by 4.2. 
+ So a < 3`2' but as { Yi i < a } is an indiscernible set (over A 2 ), we 
can, by changing notation, get a = 3`2" 
Now, we shall define y) for i < 3`+ 3"If y / i s  defined for every ] < i, 
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letpi be the cont inuat ion o fp  in SD(A u {Yl " ]< 3`2 } u {y] "j< i} ) 
which does not .~plit over A 1 (and does not spht strongly over A 2). 
(A, A 1, A 2 were defined in 6.11 ) and Pz is realized in M. Let Yi be an 
element in M wl',ich reahzes Pz. 
+} is an in- A:, in the proof  of Theorem 3.1 it is clear that {y) ; i < :k 3 
discernible set over A z ta { Yz : i < 3`I }" 
It is also clear that { Yi : i < 3`2 } is a maximal indiscernible s~'t over 
A 2 • 
It remains to be proced only that { Yz : i < 3`2 } is an il,discernible set 
4 
overA 2 u {y]  : i<  3`3 }" 
We shall prove by induction on ] that { Yz : i < 3`2 } is an indiscernible 
set over A 2 t3 { yt 1 " i < ] }. For j = 0 and ] a limit ordinal it Is clear. Sup- 
pose it is true for ]  and we shall prove fo r j  + 1. If it is not trae for ]  + 1, 
there exist sequences, of different elements, F1, .~2 f rom { Yi " i ( 3`2 } 
and a sequence F fro,,, A 2 u {yl : i  < j}  and a formula ~p, such that 
ely),  1- P n ]. As we have shown in the proof of 
Theorem 5.8, it follows that the type which y] realizes over 
A z u { y~ : i < 3`z } u { y]  • i < ] } splits strongly over A z, in contradic- 
tion to the definition of y/. This proves 6.1 2. 
Continuation of proof of  6.9: Suppose/a _< 3`2, # -> 3`0 and/s is regular. 
In any (D,/a, 4)-prime model ov~.r A u { y, • i < 3`2 } u { yt 1 • i < 3,~ } 
{ Yt : i ' (  3`2 } 1S a maximal indis<.ernible set over A z (M is (D, 3`2 )-homo- 
geneous, 3, 2 > 3`1, and D is stable in 3`1 • So, as was remarked in 5.11.2, 
M is (D, 3`z, 4)-homogeneous. AsM _D A 2 I.J {y ,  : i<  3`2} LI 
u { y]  • i < 3`3 } and { Yz " i < 3`2 } ts maximal indiscerniW.~ m M it fol- 
lows by 5.2.5). 
< i < such that { y, • i < /a  3 } Let #l -> 3`3. We define y~ for 3`3 - - #1 
will be an indiscernible set over A 2 u { Yi : i <( 3`2 }" By Theorem 6.7 it 
is clear that in any (D, ta, 4)-prime model over A 2 u { Yz : i < 3`2 } w 
w { y)  : i < ta I } { y~ : i < 3`2 } ~s a maximal indiscernible set over A 2- 
Since g _> 3`0, as in "he proof of 5.8, it follows that in any (D. 3`, 4)- 
prime model over . t  2 t.; {y~ • i< /a}  u {y/1 . i< /d  1 }, {Yi " i<  laj i sa 
maximal indiscermble set over A 2. So there is a maximal ly (D,/a)- 
homogeneous set of  power >_/al, (there is a (D,/a, 4)-prime model since 
/a _> 3`0, and so (C.~)  does not hold, and so by 5.10 (P,/~, 4) holds). 
I f#  < 3`0, # is regular then (C,#)  holds, and so by Theorem 6.1 
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there exist maximally (D, ta)-homogeneous models of  arbitrarily large 
power. 
So in order to prove the theorem there remains the case ta > X 2 . Sup- 
pose ta > X 2 is a regular ca:dinal, and let ta t >_ ;k; be any cardinal. We 
define yi for;k 2 _< i<_ ta andy~ forX~ <_ i<  ta! such that {Yi" i<_ ta} 
will be an indiscernible set over A 2 u { y~ • i < tal }, and { y/1 . i < tal } 
will be an indiscernible set over A 2 u { Yz • i <_ ta }. Let N be a (D, ts, 1 )- 
prime model over A 2 u { y~ : i < ta } u { y l  : i < tal } which is clearly a 
D-set. Let pO be the type which Yu realizes over A 2 u { Yi : i < ta}. If we 
prove that pO is omitted in N (i.e. { y, : i < ta } is a maximal indiscernible 
set over A 2 in N) it will fol low that N is not (D, ,a + )-homogeneous. As it 
is clear that N is (D, ta)-homogeneous, this will finish the proof. 
Suppose there is an element a E N which realizes pO. By "I heorem 5.4 
there is a sequence {c i : i < i 0 < ta } of elements of N, and a set 
BC_A 2U{y i . i<ta}  u{y]  " i<ta l}  IB l</a ,  suchthata=bzo ,and  
for every i <_ i 0 c, realizes over A 2 u { yj : ] < ta } u { y)  : ] < tal } u 
v { ej : ] < i } a type q~ which is (D, 1 )-isolated over B u { c I : j < i }. 
Without loss of generality let B = A 2 u {y, : i < i I < ta} D 
u { y l  . i < i 2 < ta }. As in 5.8 it follows that { Yz " il ~- i < ta } is an in- 
discernible set overA 2u  {c z ' i<_ i  o} u{y~ " i<ta l}u  {y , ' i< i  1}, 
and similarly for {y] • i 2 <_ i < ta! }. As D is stable in X 1 , there exists 
B 1 c_ Oi C B U {c 1 :] < i} ,  [Oil ~ ~k 1 and qt is the only extension of 
q, lB i inSD(A 2u{y, ' i<ta}  u {y l  . i<ta l  }u  {~) ' jK i} )wh ich  
does not split over B).  
Let us define by induction C n c A 2 u { Yz, Yl 1 : i < i I , ] < i 2 } kJ 
u{c!  : J<- i0} .  I fnl  <- ;kl, Co={a}uA2={a io  } uA2"  
Suppose C n is defined. If c k E C n let A In, k, l.l, l <_ X 1 be an increas- 
ing sequence of sets included in 
Ak=A2u{y!  : j< /a}u  {y) : ]<Ul}  U {C, : i<k}  
such that: 
1) A[n ,k ,  0] D C n n (A 2 u {yt ,y  1 " i<  i l , J<  i2} U {ci:i< k} ); 
2) A[n ,k ,O]  ~Bk;  
3) Every finite type over A In, k, l] whi. h is realized in A k is realized 
i nA[n ,k , l+  11; 
4) IA [n ,k , l ] l~h  1. 
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We define Cn+ 1 = t_ n u U { A In ,  k, k I ] • c k ~ (7.,, }. 
It is easily seen that IC n I <_ )'1 • We define Cw = U C n ; clearly 
IC~, I <_ k I . n < ,,, 
Le tB l=Coa U{y , ' i l<_ i< la}  U{y  I " i2_<_ i</ . t l} .  
B ° =B 1 -- {c, "i<_ i0} =A2 u {y, - i  1 _< i</ . t}  u 
u {v] "i2 <- i< } (c  -{  c,-i_< i o} ). 
+ ° + We shall prove that B 1 is (D, ;k 1 , 1 )-prime over B 0 Thus in a (D, ;kx, 1 )- 
• +},{y , ' i<X,  I l s  prime model  over .42u{3 '~ i<k  2} u{y~ " i<~,3  
not  a maximal ly  indiscernible set over A 2, a contrad ict ion,  by 5.6. 
So we prove by md,~ction ol: k that B ° u (B l c~ {c~ • i _< k} ) is 
(D, ?~1, ! )-prime over B ° For  ttus it suffices to prove that ff c k ~ B 1 
• + 1)- i.e. c k ~ Coa, then c~ reahzes over B ° u (B l n {c z • i<  k})  a (D, k l ,  
isolated type r k . We prove further,  that r k Is (D, 1 )-~solated over C k = 
(C~o - {c, • i>_ k} )u  (y  • i 1 _<_ i<  i 1 +~.1 + w~ u {y]  • i 2 <_ i '~ 
+ + 
< i 2 + X 1 + w} (as obviously ICkl % ;k 1 < ;k 1 this implies the (D. ~'1 ' 1)- 
isolation of  r k ). 
Suppose rE  SD(B ° u (B 1 n {c t . i<  k} )), riC k =rk lC  ~c, r:~-- r k. Let 
us denote  
C k'l =(Cto -{c , ' i>_  .k})u  {y,  "i l<_ i< i  I +X l} u 
U{y~ " i2<i<12+h I } • 
It is clear that r k does not  split over B~ c_ Bk c ck,  1 C C k '~o, as 
rlC k = rk)C k , r splits over C k,l . This says that there are seq-aences of  
di f ferent e lementsy  I ,Y2 ( from { y, • i 1 + ;k 1 <_ i < ti} ) and ~1 ,F~ 
(frora {y]: i2+k < i</a l} )  a formula f ro  and a sequence F f rom C k,1 n C~,, 
such that 
f ° I c .Y2 ,y~,c l ,  ~ -1 f°tc,y ,y], 
where c realizes r. 
Let F = r (x ,x  1 ,x2 ,x  I ,~1)  be the type which (c)^Yl"'f i2"~y~'y I (of 
l engthm)reahzesoverCk , l .  AsC~= U Cn , thereex ls tsn< wsuch 
n.(ca 
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that c k ~ Cn, Rang ~ c_ Cn" From this it is clear that the sequence 
A In, k, i ] ,  t <_ ~1 is defined, A [n, k, i] c_ Ck,1. So as (*)'1) does not 
hold, by Claim 2.8, there i s /<  ~1 such that FIA[n, k, 1+ 1 ] do~s not 
split over A [n, 1, k ] .  By the definit ion o fA  [n, k, 11 it follows that 
-~lA[n, k, l+ 1 ] has a (unique) extension r I in S~(A3), which does not 
split overA[n , / ,  k] ,  whereA 3 =A 2 U {c i : i<  k} u 
O { Yi" i < i 2 + X1 } U { y l  . i < i 2 + ~1 }" We def ine  r 2 , r 3 such that  
r3(~! ,~2, ~t ,~) ,  r2(x) C_ r(:~, Xl ,x2 ,x~ ..~1) and r 2 E SD(A3), 
r 3 E S~ - !  (A3). It is clear that r21A [n, k, l + 1 ] = rklA[n,  k, l + 1 ] = 
qk IA [n, k, l + 1 ], r 2 does not split over A [n, k 1] and qg does not split 
over B 1 _c A [n, k, 0] c_ A [n, k, l ] .  As every type over A [n, k, l] which 
is realized in A ~ is realized in A [n, k, l + 1 ], and B w [ c i : i < k ] c_ A k 
it follows that qkl(B u {c, : i < k} ) = r21(B w {c, : i < k} ). Also it is 
not difficult to see that we can find sequences z l ,  z 2 (from 
{Y i ' i l+ ;k  I <_ i<  /a})and~' l ,~ l  ( f rom{y,  " i  2 +~' -< i<P l})  
which realizes r3. We define r 4 
r 4 = { l~(x, Zl ,  z 2, 2~, z~, a-)- f f (X ,~ l ,X2 ,~,~l , f i )~  r 1 } . 
It is easily seen that r 4 E S4(A3 U Kang Y, u Rang z2 w Rang 2~ w 
u Rang~) ,  and also that r 4 D r 2, and r 4 splits over A 3 , and so also over 
Bu{c ,  : i<k} .Asqk l (Bu{c ,  .~<k})=ra l (Bo{c ,  : i<k}) ;q  k is 
(D, 1 )-isolated and so (D, 2)-isolated over B w { c i : i < k }, we get a 
contradiction, and so, the theorem is proved. 
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§ 7. On SP(T, P) 
Definition 7.1. 1 ) I fP  is a set of finite types (over the empty set) in the 
language L(T 1) then EC(T 1 , P) will be the class of models of Tj which 
omit all the types in P. 
2) SP(T 1 , P) will be the class of powers ?~ such that every model 
M ~ EC(T t , P) of power ~. is X-homogeneous, and ;k _> ITI + b~ 1 . 
Remark: If D(M) c_ D(N) and N E EC(T, P), then M E EC(T, P). 
The following theorems wil~ not be proved since a similar discussion 
appears in Keisler [2], Shelah [ 17] and similar p-.)ofs appear in Morley 
[7], Vaught [19] and Chang [20]. Theorem 7.1, ~n essence, appears in 
Keisler [ 21. 
Theorem 7.1. For every theory T and set o f  finite types P in L(T) there 
is a theory T 1 D T, where L(Tj ) contains an additional predicate Q 
(ITII = I Tl ), and there is a type p in L(T1) such that: 
There is a model M ~ EC(T, P), IIMII = ;k, which is not K + -homogeneous 
i f fthere is a modelM l ~ EC(T 1 , P u [p ] ). IIM 1 ',1 = X,such that 
IQMJl < to. 
Theorem 7.2. I f ' for all ~5 < (2 ITI) ÷ there is ~ model M ~ EC(T, P) o f  
power >__ :1( IQ M I, ~5) (IQ M t _> :1~ ) then for all X >_ I TI (and la) 
( I TI <_ la <_ ~,) there is a model N E EC(T, P), IINII = X, 
IQNI = ITI (IQNI =la)andfora l lA  c_ INI a" most IAi + ITI complete 
types ovec A in L(T)are realized in N 
Corollary 7.3. I f  for all ;k < :1 [(2IDI) + ] the~e is a model Mx o f  power 
-'2_ X, D(Mx)= D, then for all ts >_ IDI ther~ i samode lN ,  ofpowerla,  
D(N~,) = D such that for all A ~ INul not n, ore than IAI+ IDI types in 
S(A ) are realized in N~. 
Hint for the proof: Adjoin IDI constants to each model M x such that 
each type in D is realized by one of them and then use 7.1,7.2 with 
QM~ the empty set. 
Corollary 7.4. I f  there is a X > I Tt in SP(T, P) then" 
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1) There is 5 0 < (21rl) + such that i f  M E EC(T,P)  is o f  power 
>_ :l(la, 5 o) then M is la-homogeneous. I f  5 0 • 6o divides 5 then 
:l s E SP(T,P) ,  
2) I f  there is an M of  power >_ :l[(21DI) + i with D(M) = D then D is 
K-stable for all K >_ IDI + ITI. I f  ITI < 2 ~ then D does not satisfy (B.X). 
It follows that D also does not satisfy (.~,); (C.X). All this assuming 
M E EC(T, P). 
Proof: I ) The first assertion follows from 7.1,7.2.  If  5 0 • 6o divides 5 
then # < :l s implies :1~,  60) < :l s . Thus every M ~ ECI.T,P) of power 
:l s iz ~t-homogeneous for all # < : Is,  and hence homogeneous. 
2) The first statement is proved by choosing/a =:1  > K in SP(T, P) 
(by 1 ) and using 1 ) and 7.3 since we then get a ~+ -homogeneous model 
and over every set A of power < K there are K types realized. 
Assume X = inf { X • 2 ~" > I Tt } and (B,X) holds. By 7.4.1 M is 
(D, ITI + )-homogeneous and thus we can find A n c_c_ IMI, P,7 ~ So(A~), 
a n realizing p,~, r /= r l i  impl iespn c Pr, ~,7 E Pn-.(o), -1 ~P,7 E Pn"(]), 
IAnl < II(~/) I+ + ~0 'A ITI for l(n) < X. LetA  = U{A n • l(r/) < X} o 
u { a n • l(r/) < X }. It is easy to see that IA I <_ 2 (x) _< I TI. Adjoin the 
elements of A to the model as distinguished constants. As ha 7.7 we fitld 
a model (of the extended language) of power # which omits every p ~ P 
and over every set A at most IA I + I T! complete types are realized. The 
reduct of this model also s~,tisfies this property,  and thus there is r/, 
l(r/) = X such thatp  = U Pnli is omitted but for all i<  X, Pnli is 
i<X 
realized. Thusp  E SO(M)( U Anl z ), I U Anlzl _< ITI an.dM i snot  
i<x  t<~, 
homogeneous, contradiction. 
Theorem 7.5. I f  D is good or stable, and not in every power i~ > I TI Is 
there a non-homogeneous D-model, then there is a cardinal ~u 0, IDI < #o < 
< ~l[(21rl)+ l such that: every D-model o f  power > l~ o is homogeneous, 
for erery It, ITI + ~l ~/~ < #0, there is a D-model o f  power I~ which is 
not homogeneou~ 
Proof: It is easy to see that there is a P such that D(M) c_ D iff 
M ~ EC(T, P). By hypothesis there is a X E SP(T, P), X > ITI. Since 
everything stable i:; good, D is good, and thus there is a model M of 
power ~_ ::][(2 IDt) + ] with D(M) = D, Then by 7.4 D is K-stable for all 
~: ~_ IDI + iTi and by 4.3 D does not satisfy (C ,~o) .  
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Since D is stabl,~ there is a D-set A = [ y~ : i < w ] which is indiscerni- 
ble. Siaee D is stable, and does not satisfy (C ,80)  by 5.10, D satisfies 
(P, N 0, 3), LetM be a (D, ~0,3)-prime model over A, By 5.8 IIMII -_'Z" IDI 
and M is not ,~ 1 -homogeneous. Thus for all g, ITt + ~ 1 -</a < IDI, 
there is a Dmaodel of power ta which is not homogeneous. 
Now assume thatM is a D-model of power > IDI + ITI which is not 
homogeneotls, I fM .s not I TI-homogeneous, then for all p, 
I TI </a <_ IIMil, there is a D-model which is not/~-homogeneous, and 
hence ta ~ SP(T, P) Assume that M is ITI-homogeneous. Since M is not 
homogeneous, there ~s a D ~ SDCM~(A), where A c_ IMI is of power 
< IIMII, which is omitted by M. Since by 7.4"D does not satisfy (B,ITI)  
and D isx-stable wherex = IDI +ITI+IAI < IIMII~ we get by 5.7, 3.1 and 
7.4 that there is a non-lAl÷-homegeneou. ~ D-model of power ~I(IAI, (21TI)+) 
contradiction. 
It follows that every non-homo D-rr t~del of power > IDI+ITI is 
not ITl-homogeneous. Define/~0 = mf {/a : ITI + ~ 1 <- la ~ SP(T,P)}. 
Since there is a ;k E SP(T,P) of power > ITI, #e exists. Earlier we 
proved that ITI + ~t I <_ # <_ IDI implies# ~ SP(T,P) and thus/a c > IDI. 
If N 1 + I TI <_/a </a 0 , then by definition/a ~ SP(T, P). If ~ >_/a0, then 
since every D-model of power # is/a0-1aomogeneous, by the above it is 
homogeneous. 
It remains only to show that ta 0 < ~l [(21Tl) ÷ ]. We have shown that for 
all/a < la 0 ther6 is a D-model of power/a which is not ITl+-homogeneous. 
IDI >_ ITI and thus the assertion follows from 7.4.1. 
Corollary 7.6. i f  all the models o f  T o f  power ;~ > I TI are homogeneous, 
then there is a cardinal# o , ID(T)I </,t o </a(ITI) < ~l[(21TI) + ], such that 
.for all la >_ N 1 + I TI, T has a non-homogeneous model o f  power la i f f  
/ , t<p 0 
Remark: 1) Ass, tme N 0 < ITI ~ SP(T, 0). In the proof of 7.5 we 
showed that there is a (D(T), N 0,3)-homogeneous model M of power 
>_ ID(T)I which is not N l-h°m°gene°us- Thus IZl > ItMII >_ ID(T)I. 
From here we see that T is a definitional extension of a theory of power 
< I TI. Thus the restriction that X > I TI can be replaced by X >_ I TI + ~,~ 1. 
See [ 16]. 
2) Added in proof: in fact/a 0 = ID(T)I + 
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3) glTI =/z(ITi) is defined in Vaught [191. 
Proof of  7.6: The only part which does not follow immediately from 
7.5 is tL 0 </a(ITI) .  We show this as follows: We shall f ind T 1 _~ T, 
IT 11 = I TI, and a type p in L(T l )  such that T has a model of  power/a 
which is not I TI ÷-homogeneous iff T] has a model of  power/a omitt ing 
p. By the definit ion of  #(ITI) this will suffice. The language L(T 1 ) will 
be L(T) with new constant symbols { ci, d / :  i < I TI, j <_ I TI }. Define 
T 1 = T u { ~(ci~, ..., c, m) ~ ~(d,~, ..., d,m ) • ~ a formula of  
L(T), l ! ,  ..., i m < I TI} , 
p = { ~(x,  c,l ..... czn) '---~ ~k(dlT I, dq,  .... d,,,) • ~k a formula of 
L(T), i l , . . . ,  i n < I TI~ . 
It is easy to see that T z and p satisfy our requirements. This proves the 
corollary. 
Theorem 7.7. Assume ;k ~ SP(T, P), M ~ EC(T, P) is a non-homoge- 
neous model o f  power#,  D(M) = D, [DI <_ X < IlMll. Then 
A. K >_ I TI, X > 22~ implies K ~ SP(T, P) and there is a D-model o f  
power K which is not ~ 1-homogeneous. 
B. A t  least one o f  the followit,~z holds: 
1 ) la <_ 2 ~ and there is no K ~ SP(T, P) such that I TI <_ K < X. 
2)~(~') = ;k and i f  lTI <_ r,< ~, K~ SP(T ,P) , then ~, = 2 K , K(~) = ~. 
(Thus there is no more than one such K). Also there is no D- 
model which is (2a)+-homogeneous o f  power >_ (2x) + . 
C. There is/a 0 < :1 [(21TI) + ] such that ia >_ la o implies la ~ SP(T,P) ,  
and I Tt </a  < bt o implies la q~ SP(T, P), except for  possibly two powers. 
Proof: A) By l 'heorem 7.5 D is not stable and by 7.4.2. there is a power 
such t~lat there are no models M with D(M) = D of cardinality greater 
than this power. If  ;k > 22K then D is not 22K.stable, and thus there is a 
D-set A of power 22~ < ISD(A)l. Since there is a (D, X)-homogeneous 
model, there is a D-model N of power IA I containing A, and 
IINII = IAI < IsD(a) l  <_" ISD(N)l. By 6.2 it follows that there is a D- 
model of  power K which is not ~ lh°m°gene°us"  
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B) First assume that there is no D-set which is an indiscernible 
sequence. We shall show that 1 ) hold:~. 
If/~ > 2 'x, then since IAI <_ X implies ISD(A)I <_ 21AI <_ 2 x, by 6.7 we 
get a contradict ion. Thus ~t <_ 2 x. If I TI <_ x < ~, x ~ SP(T, P), then 
IA 1 <_ ~ implies ISD(A)t <_ X </a,  and thus we again get a contradict ion 
by 6.7. Thus 1) holts .  
Assume from now on that there is a D-set { Yz " i < co j whi.:h is an 
indiscernible sequence. It follows that there are D-sets of arbitrarily 
large power. If D were to satisfy (P, ~:, 1 ) for som~ ~, the~a we would get 
arbitrarily large models M with D(M) = D, contraly to what was said at 
the start of the proof of A). In particular, since there is a (D, X)-homo- 
geneous model, (B,X) holds, by 5.9. By Theorera 6.1 we are able to 
conclude that if X > 2 ~ , ~: _>. I TI, then there is a D-model of power tc 
which is not S l 'h°m°gene°us ,  and thus x ¢ SP(T, P). It is also clear 
that (B ,g)  holds for all g <_ ~, and thus by Claim 6.5, i fN  is a (D, x+) -
homogeneous model, X >_ ~:+, then lINII >_ 2 ~ . Therefore, if k >_ ~: 3_- ITI, 
~ SP(T,P)  then 2 (~) = h:; in particular, 2 'x) = ~. If ~ =~1~, cf(6) < ~, 
~, _> h: _> I TI, by 6.4 h: $ SP(T, P). Thus x(~) = x; in particular, X(x) = X. 
If in addition ~ > ~, then we have proved that 2 ~ >_ ), and 2 ~ _< 2 (x) = ~,, 
and hence 2 ~ = X. If tlMli >_ (2 ~" )+. M is a .2x) + -homogeneous model, it 
follows as before that (B.(2x)  + ) holds, in contradict ion to ;k ~ SP(T, P). 
C) By 7.4.2 SP(T, P) is infinite. If/.t o i.; the third element of SP(T, P) 
which is greater than 2 ITI, then by the previous theorem/.to _</a implies 
/a ~ SP(T, P). Let/.t o be the first cardinal inch that/~0 <-/a implies 
/a @ SP(T, P). By 7.4.1 it Is not the case t~aat for all u < ~1 [(21Tt) + ] there 
is a model in EC(T, P) of power/.t which is not (21TI)+-homogeneous. 
Let/a 1 be the first cardinal such that M ~: EC(T ,P)  is of power _> #l 
implies M is ~ 1 -homogeneous. Clearly/a~ < ~1 [(2 ITI) + ]. Assume 
M ~ EC(T, P) is a/z 2 = (22~'~ )+ -homogeneous, non-homogeneous model 
(of power > ,u2 ). If D(M) is not/a2-stable, we get, as in the proof of A), 
that there is a model in EC(T, P) of power/a 1 which is not ~ ~-homoge- 
neous; contre',dichon. Thus, D(M) is stable. Now we get that there are 
arbitrarily large models which are not homogeneous (as in the proof of 
7.5); contradiction. Thus, i fM  ~ EC(T ,P)  is of power >_/a 2 and is not 
homogeneous, then M is not #2-homogeneous. If V0 >_ '~ [(21Tl) + ] then 
it follows that for all/a < ~1 [(2ITI) + ] there is a model of power >_,  
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which is not/z2-homogeneous.  This is a contradict ion to 7.4.1. Thus 
tt 0 < :1[(2171) +]. The rest follows by B). 
Remark: Theorem 6.8 completes the picture. 
Corollary 7.8. (G.C.H.) I f  there is a ~ ~ SP(T, P) with I TI < X then 
there is a/a o < ~1 [(21TI) + ] such that: 
# >_ la o implies la ~ SP(T, P); 
I TI < la < ia o implies # ¢~ SP(T, P) except for, perhaps, one la when 
# =:1~+~, or when ta -::1~, ts o = la ++ . 
Proof: 7.7 and 6.8. 
Theorem 7.9. I f  T is a countable theory wtth only homogeneous 
models o f  power ~ 1, then T ~s ~ 1 -categorical. 
Remark: This solves problem D in Keisler [2].  
Proof: By 7.6 there is a cardinal/a 0 > ID(T)l such that ITI + ~ 1 <-/a < 
</a  0 implies/a ~ SP(T, P). Since b~ 1 ~ SP(T, P), 120 <_ ~ 1- Thus 
ID(T)I < ~1,  i.e. ID(T)I <_ ~0- By 7.4.2 D(T) is b~0-stable and thus T is  
~0-stable, or in the terminology of Morley [6] ,  T is totally transcen- 
dental. Assume T is not ~ 1-categ°rical- By Morley [ 8 ] T has a model 
of  power ~ 1, and there is a formula ~b(x, ~) arid a sequence fi from M 
suchthat  I{bE  Ig l :~  ~[b ,~]}  I--t¢ 0. Def ineA = Rang~U 
t3 { b : ~ ~[t , ,~] }, p = {~, (x ,~)^x :/: b : ~ ~[b ,~] ,  b E IMI}. Since 
M is a D(T)-model and D(T) is ~ 0-stable, by 3.1 there is an indiscernible 
set { y~ : i < N 1 } over A in M. Let D = D(M) c_ D(T). Clearly D is S 0- 
stable, and there is a (D, ~ 1) 'h°m°gene°u~ model (M). Thus by 5.1 l, 
D satisfies (P, ~ 0, 1 ). Define { y~ : i < :1~ } ~_ { Yz : i < t~ } such that it 
too is an indiscernible set over A. Clearly A 1 = A t3 { yi : i < :lw } is a 
D-set. Le tM 1 be a (D, ~0,  1)-prime model overA 1 . By 5.7 M l omitsp.  
Thus I{b : ~ ~k[b,a].  b ~ IM l l} t= ~0. It is also clear that IIMlll >_ 
>_ I{y~ • i < :1~ } I = :10~. Let M 2 = M] ,'E where E is any non-principal 
ultrafi lter over o.~. By known properties of ultrapowers (see e.g. Keisler 
[21) M 2 is a moJe l  of  To fpower>_  :1~, I{b :  ~ ~[b , f i ] ,  bEM} I= 
= 2~o, and D(M) = 9(T). Define B = Rang ~ t3 { b : ~ ff [b, a l ,  
b ~ IM21 }, q = i" ~ktx,a)^ x ~ b; ~ ~[b,  fi], b ~ IM21 }. It is easily seen 
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that B _c IM2 l, tBI = 2b~o, q is not realized in M 2, q is a type over B. 
Let q c ql ~ SD(T)(B)" By 7.6 it follows thatM 2 is (D(T),~I,,,)-homo- 
geneous, and thus ql must be realized, cont'radiction. Thus, the theorem 
is proved. 
Added in proof 20 August 1970: We can improve 7.7, 7.8 to 
Theorem 7.10. If ITi < ~k 1 ~ SP(T, P) then there is/s 0 such that: (1) 
/S >/.t o implies/S ~ SP~ T, P), and/S0 < ~[(2ITI)+ ]. (2) ITI < 3. ~ SP(I ,  P) 
implies (2x) r > U0. (3) If there are two X,/s o > ;k ~ SP(T, P) then 
/s0 -< (2IT')+. 
Proof. Let/s0 be the first satisfying ( 1 ) (by 7,7 it exists). Suppose (2) 
falls. Th-n there are ~ ~ SP(T, P) ITI < X, M E EC(T, P), 2 x < IIMll, M 
is not homo and D = D(M). As is 7.7, ;~(x) = ~,, hence ;k > ITI implies 
X ~ 21~ 1 > IDI. Define: p ~ S D (A) suitably splits ow.r B c A c IMI if 
there are a (D, X)-homo. N, B c INI c IMI, and sequences a, b from A, 
which reahze the same type over INI, and ~x,  a) -1 ~o(x, b-) E p..~n the 
definitions of § 5 we can replace n = 2 by n = 5, and splitting by suitably 
splitting. Now if there are A n c 12111, A n c An+l, and p E S D (nO>An)  
where plAr,+i suitably splits over An, then there is a D-model N, IINII = ~., 
which is not ~ t-homogeneous. (Note that w.!.o.g, tAn I _< ~0)" A contra- 
diction, so (P, ~0, 5) holds. As by 7.7, k= X(x), and [TI < k </s0 < 
~l[i.2lrt)T], imphes ~ is not strongly inaccessible, and as in 7.7 X ;s not 
~1~ clearly k = X + = 2 ×. As D is not x-stable there is A c [MI, IAI = X, 
ISD(A)I =X +. Now m the proof of  6.7, (a) should hold, and we use its 
notation. W.l.o.g. A c No, and clearly Nn, U N n are D-homo. Now, using 
a property slightly stronger than (P, ~0, 5'~ which clearly hold we can 
find N °, IN 0, =A U{yi: i< w}o{b,"  i<  k}c  UN n (which should be D-homo] 
and for i<a  there is a qnite Btc  {y," i<  w}u {b/" 1< i}= Bt, such that 
the type b t realize over A u B i is (D, 5)-isolated over A o B i. If (Yi: i< ~} 
is a maximal iqdis, seq. over A, we get contradict ion, and pro, re (2). Sup- 
pose (Yi" i < 60 + 1 > is indis, seq. over A, Yto ~ No. By changing notat ions 
Yto+l = bin. Let n be such that b o ..... b m E Nn, B O, . , B m C {Yt" i < n}t.) 
{b t" i _< m}. By the proof of  6.7,{y z" n <_ i<  co} is indis, seq. over Ignl. 
We can prow, by induction on k < rn + 1 that{y  z" n < i _< w + 1 } is indis. 
seq. over A U{Yi: i < r,} LI {bi: i ~ m}. Asy~o satisfies x = bin, it follows 
Yn = bm = Yn+l, a contradiction. So we prove (2), (3) can be proved easily. 
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